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Abstract
Considering classical open string solutions with a null polygonal contour at the boundary
of AdS3, the geometric problem of minimal surfaces related to gluon scattering ampli-
tudes at strong coupling is developed and solved in a set of TBA-like integral equations.
Their form resembles that of a TBA system whose free energy yields the dynamic contri-
bution to the area. The corresponding set of functional relations, the so called Y-system,
is derived and extensively analyzed in the cases of octagon and decagon together with
the set of integral equations. Useful rewrites of the latter establish the connection with
the SU(N)k
[U(1)]N−1
HSG models and allow us to identify their Y-system (related to a universal
TBA) with the one derived in AdS3 when the algebra level k is set to 2. A useful insight
that clarifies how to properly reduce to the An series is offered. Thanks to a well defined
change of reference frame, whose mathematical structure has been studied in detail, the
dynamic part of the remainder function coincides with the extremum of the Yang-Yang
functional for the modified TBA equations. Explicit examples have been treated in terms
of Y-functions and pseudo-energies, extrapolating useful links with several works con-
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The geometrical problem of computing minimal surfaces in the d-dimensional AdS space,
which end on a null polygonal contour at the AdS boundary, it is a generalization of the
problem of finding the shape of soap bubbles, or Plateau problem, to AdSd. In the 19th
century, the study of these surfaces was interesting for several reasons, including the size
of atoms. For us, the study of these AdS minimal surfaces is interesting for what it could
eventually teach us about their constituents, gluons, and their scattering amplitudes for
all values of the coupling. While this is the broadest physical motivation, in this thesis
we will limit ourselves to classical geometry (or strong coupling) inside AdS3. In this
way, we are dealing with scattering amplitudes at strong coupling which correspond to
minimal surfaces that ends at the AdS boundary on a very peculiar null polygon contour
[1]. When we consider a colour ordered amplitude involving n gluons with null momenta
k1, k2, ..., kn, we get a contour which is specified by its ordered vertices x1, x2, ..., xn,




i . Conformal transformations act on this polygon and can change
the positions of the vertices: one can define conformal invariant cross ratios which do
not change under conformal transformations. Then, the problem becomes identical to
the problem of computing a Wilson loop with this contour, i.e. a WL that consists of
a sequence of light-like segments and depends on a finite number of parameters (the
positions of the cusps xi). In fact, one of the reasons why this simple subclass of Wilson
loops is so interesting is that they are connected to scattering amplitudes in gauge theories
[2, 3, 4]. Thanks to the gauge/string duality, at strong coupling they can be computed in
terms of classical strings in AdS [1] and the classical equations of motion for the string
tell us that the corresponding area should be extremized. This is the precise reason why
we end up studying minimal surfaces in AdS space. It is possible to exploit the classical
integrability of the problem to set a method for computing the area as a function of the
shape of the boundary contour. This area is infinite due to the IR divergencies of the
amplitudes or the UV divergencies of the WLs. It is possible to define a renormalized
area as a function of the cross ratios, which is finite and conformal invariant [5, 6, 7, 8].
In the context of scattering amplitudes, this quantity is called remainder function. Thus,
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after a regularization, the amplitude can be seen as consisting of two pieces, a divergent
part and a finite one. While the divergent part had a structure that is well understood
(in the following we will indicate it with Acutoff ), only a piece of the finite part was
known (ABDS−like − ABDS) [9]. From this setting, the remainder function represented
the deviation from the conjectured BDS formula of the multi-loop amplitudes. The other
piece of the finite part had not yet been calculated in general: only 2-loop perturbative
computations were available in the literature [3, 10].
After [1], in which the minimal surface for the 4-point amplitude has been obtained
by solving the Euler-Lagrange equation in the static gauge, the problem continued to
be studied but it was very difficult to extend the 4-point solution to the general n-
point amplitudes. In 2009, Luis F. Alday and Juan Maldacena, focusing on minimal
surfaces in AdS3, made remarkable progress and pointed out that this mathematical
problem can be reduced to a certain generalized sinh-Gordon equation and to SU(2)
Hitchin equations [5, 6]. The minimal area is obtained by finding the Stokes data of
the associated linear problem, which is studied in detail by Gaiotto, Moore and Neitzke
[11, 12] in the context of the moduli space of certain supersymmetric theories. This
connection was specially useful to the authors of [6] because Gaiotto, Moore and Neitske
had studied this mathematical problem, exploiting its integrability and obtaining exact
solutions in some cases. Thanks to the explicit solutions found in [11], it was possible
to device a method for computing the area of the surface as a function of the boundary
contour, namely cross ratios made out from the positions of the cusps of the polygon,
for the simplest non-trivial case, the null octagon.
Later, this work was generalized to AdS4 and AdS5 [7]. In the most relevant AdS5
case, the minimal area problem is shown to be equivalent to solving the SU(4) Hitchin
system. Motivated by the connection between the solution of the associated linear prob-
lem and the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz (TBA) integral equations [11, App. E], Alday,
Gaiotto and Maldacena found that the minimal area of the hexagon is evaluated by the
free energy of the TBA equations of the A3 integrable theory [7]. One might wonder if
such a link with the An series of the ADE classification also exists for the AdS3 case. In
[13] the authors, focusing on minimal surfaces with a 2n sided polygonal boundary in
AdS3, determined the integral equations explicitly in the case of the decagon and the do-
decagon, finding that they fit precisely in the general form proposed by Gaiotto, Moore
and Neitzke in [11, App. E]; but, contrary to what happens in AdS5, they identified
the present integral equations with the TBA equations of the homogeneous sine-Gordon
model [14, 15]. Following the path opened by them, we have studied in depth the paral-
lelism between the TBA equations for AdS3 surfaces and the integral equations for HSG
models, stressing the appropriate reduction to the An series [20]. This means that the
An series can be considered as immersed within general HSG models and we believe that
this perspective could be useful to reveal who ODE/IM is for An. In particular, we found




Subsequently, in [8] L. F. Alday et al. calculated the area of the surface as a function
of the conformal cross ratios characterizing the general n sided polygon at the boundary,
reducing the problem to a simple set of functional equations for the cross ratios as a
functions of the spectral parameter, both for AdS3 and AdS5 cases. Then, they showed
that the solution consists of a system of integral equations of the thermodynamic Bethe
ansatz (TBA) form [36] and the area is given by the TBA free energy of the system.
Exploiting this development, we will show that the AdS3 Y-system found in [8] coincides
with the HSG Y-system derived in [20], when the algebraic level is k = 2.
Finally in [37], deriving an OPE-like expansion for polygonal null WLs, Alday,
Gaiotto and colleagues proposed a new version for the TBA integral equations that
determine the strong coupling answer, in which the equations involve only the physical
cross ratios (in contrast with the ones in [8] which involved some other auxiliary parame-
ters Zs). In addiction, the non-trivial part of the area, Afree, is given by the critical value
of the Yang-Yang functional which reproduces, once extreme, the modified TBA integral
equations. The computation of the regularized area or better, the remainder function,
was performed following the basic steps of [8], but with a very general formalism inherited
by general Hitchin systems. Here, we will rewrite the procedure with the more familiar
formalism of [8], highlighting the change of reference frame that characterizes this new
writing: if I do not switch to physical cross ratios, I do not obtain the correct Yang-Yang
functional which reproduces the free energy in its saddle point. This means that we have
better defined the physics behind universal cross ratios; in terms of the dimensionless
parameters Zs, Z̄s the computation of the dynamic part of the remainder function brings
out the free-energy, whilst considering the geometric properties of the WL, like universal
cross ratios, the natural quantity that emerges is the Yang-Yang functional (to be seen
as an action) and the area is related to its critical value.
Furthermore, this reformulation will allow us to derive the TBA integral equations
in terms of Y-functions and pseudo-energies, allowing useful links with both [13] and
[38, 39]. These latter connections will be very useful for future developments; indeed,
from the knowledge of the AdS3 kernels of the modified TBA equations it should be
possible to construct a P form factor theory [40, 41, 42, 43, 44] for the HSG models that
resembles the TBA outcomes, inspired by the AdS5 case [38], with respect to which our
attempt would merely constitute a three dimensional reduction. From the comparison
with [38], we then see that our AdS3 kernels coincide with the ones of the AdS5 mesonic
sector, up to simple factors depending on the indices s, s′ which labels the Y-functions.
This leads us to think that it will be possible to reproduce the calculation also in the
AdS3 case, paying attention to the different physical content we could have; since we
1In this regard, the paper [31] raises many questions regarding the derivation of TBA-like integral
equations in the ADE universal form, as proposed by Zamolodchikov in [32], starting from the integral
equations for general Hitchin systems [11, eq. (5.13)]. In fact, the ADE classification and the HSG
models have TBA equations quite different in terms of kernels and mass scales.
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do not have a previously defined geometric decomposition for the WL (squares and
pentagons seem not to work for AdS3), we will exploit more general properties regarding
the polygonal transitions P (form factors) for the determination of their explicit form.
Finally, based on the Hubbard-Stratonovich transform, we have defined the fundamental
steps that allow to get back the TBA set-up from the re-summing of the BSV series
corresponding to the decagon.
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Chapter 2
The TBA equations for minimal
surfaces in AdS3
2.1 Preliminaries
To circumscribe and specify the appropriate context from which to start, it is advisable
to summarize the fundamental steps of [6]. The starting point are the classical equations
for a string world-sheet that ends on the null polygon at the boundary of the AdS3
space. We consider only a special class of null polygons which can be embedded in a
2-dimensional subspace, such as an R1,1 subspace of the boundary of AdS1. When we
consider the AdS3 space as the following surface in R2,2,
~Y .~Y = −Y 2−1 − Y 20 + Y 21 + Y 22 = −1 (2.1)
classical string in AdS3 can be described by a reduced model in terms of the embedding






~Y = 0 ∂~Y .∂~Y = ∂̄ ~Y .∂̄ ~Y = 0 (2.2)
We parametrize the world-sheet in terms of the complex variables z, z̄ and we are in-
terested in space-like surfaces embedded in AdS. The area of the world-sheet depends
on the positions of the cusps at the boundary, but conformal symmetry implies that it
depends only on cross ratios of these positions, up to a simple term which arises due to
the regulator. For null polygons living in R1,1 we have 6 conformal generators that move
the positions of the cusps. We underline that, to have a closed null polygon, we need an
1For these loops the string world-sheet lives in an AdS3 subspace of the full AdSd space with d ≥ 3.
Since we are merely studying the classical equations, the solutions can be embedded in any string theory
geometry which contains an AdS3 factor.
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even number of cusps, since each cusp joints a left moving with a right moving null line.
If we consider 2n cusps, then we have 2(n − 3) cross ratios. The positions of the cusps
are determined by n coordinates x+i and n coordinates x
−
i ; so that, we have n− 3 cross
ratios made out of the x+i and n − 3 from the x−i . The first time we have a non-trivial
dependence on the cross ratios is for n = 4 which corresponds to a null octagon. We
are interested in the area of the world-sheet that is a completely geometric problem. In
order to analyze it, one can use a Pohlmeyer type reduction: this maps the problem of
strings moving in AdS3 to a problem involving a single field α, which obeys a generalized
sinh-Gordon equation, and a holomorphic polynomial p(z), whose degree is related to
the number of cusps of the corresponding Wilson loop2. A polynomial of degree n − 2
















where ~N is a purely imaginary vector whose imaginary part is a time-like vector orthog-
onal to the space-like surface we are dealing with,
~N.~Y = ~N.∂~Y = ~N.∂̄~Y = 0 ~N. ~N = 1 (2.6)
Then, as a consequence of (2.2), it can be shown [6] that p = p(z) is a holomorphic
function and α(z, z̄) satisfies the generalized sinh-Gordon equation
∂∂̄α(z, z̄)− e2α(z,z̄) + |p(z)|2e−2α(z,z̄) = 0 (2.7)
The area of the world-sheet is simply given by the conformal gauge action expressed in








dxdy and ∂ = 1
2
(∂x−i∂y). For solutions relevant to our
problem this area is divergent and needs to be regularized. Note that (2.7) and (2.8) are
invariant under conformal transformations, provided we transform α and p accordingly.
This is the original conformal invariance of the theory which the homogenous Virasoro
constraints have not broken. Given a solution of the generalized sinh-Gordon model,
2We can view this reduction as a sophisticated gauge choice that leaves us only the physical degrees
of freedom.
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one can reconstruct the classical string world-sheet in AdS3 by solving 2 auxiliary linear






































































which obey the following flatness conditions
∂BLz̄ − ∂̄BLz + [BLz , BLz̄ ] = 0 ∂BRz̄ − ∂̄BRz + [BRz , BRz̄ ] = 0 (2.13)
Internal SL(2)L × SL(2)R indices α, α̇ denote rows and columns of these connections,
while the indices a, ȧ = 1, 2 denote the two different linearly independent solutions of
each linear problem, namely ψLα,a and ψRα̇,ȧ. The space-time isometry group SO(2, 2) =
SL(2) × SL(2) acts on these indices. These auxiliary linear problems display Stokes
phenomena as z →∞, so that depending on the various angular sectors in z associated
to each cusps, the two solutions takes different asymptotic forms [6, sec. 3]. Once a pair
of solutions has been found, the explicit form of the space-time coordinates Ya,ȧ(z, z̄) is








Mα,β̇1 = I2 (2.14)
It turns out that the left connection BL can be promoted to a family of flat connections
by introducing a spectral parameter ζ,




Bz̄ = Az̄ + Φz̄ −→ Bz̄(ζ) = Az̄ + ζΦz̄ (2.16)
where we have decomposed the connection Bz into its diagonal part Az, which has the
interpretation of a gauge connection in two dimension, and off diagonal part Φz, which
is a Higgs field. Actually, both left and right connections can be simply obtained (up to
a constant gauge transformation) from B(ζ) by setting ζ = 1 or ζ = i respectively,














It is important to note that this decomposition agrees with the form used in [11, 12].
The zero curvature conditions (2.13) can be rephrased in the following SU(2) Hitchin
equations:
Dz̄Φz = DzΦz̄ = 0 Fzz̄ + [Φz,Φz̄] = 0 (2.18)
whereDµΦ = ∂µΦz+[Aµ,Φz] is the covariant derivative and Fµν = ∂µAν−∂νAµ+[Aµ, Aν ]
is the field strength. Furthermore, through (2.7), we can rewrite the area in terms of the
Higgs fields of the Hitchin system,
Tr[ΦzΦz̄] = e













d2z e2α = 2
∫
d2z Tr[ΦzΦz̄] + total derivative (2.21)
The Hitchin equations can be considered for a generic gauge group. Here, we are in the
particular case of the SU(2) gauge group and we are interested in configurations which
are invariant under a certain Z2-symmetry,
A→ σ3Aσ3 Φ→ −σ3Φσ3 (2.22)
where σ3 is the Pauli matrix. We have projected onto the Z2 invariant subspace, so that
the moduli space of our problem is a subspace of the full hyperKahler Hitchin space,
sometimes called the real section3.
Before recalling the results on the regularized area, we would like to make a comment
that connects us to the work of Gaiotto, Moore and Neitske. Introducing a spectral
parameter ζ, and thinking about the analytic structure of the gauge invariant informa-
tion contained in the flat connection, is a standard tool for analyzing the solutions of
integrable models. In our problem, the gauge invariant information is contained in the
cross ratios, so that studying the cross ratios as a function of ζ is a way to solve the prob-
lem: this is precisely what we can found in [11, 12]. Exploiting the analytic structure
of the cross ratios, the authors have written down a Riemann-Hilbert problem whose








zi = 0 (2.23)
3The full hyperKahler space can be represented as a torus fibration over this real section.
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(zi∂zi + z̄i∂z̄i)K ∂zi∂z̄jK = gziz̄j (2.24)
where K is the Kahler potential that leads to the metric gziz̄j . In [11] this procedure is
carried out explicitly for a quadratic polynomial, which is the first non-trivial case. It
was found that the metric corresponds to that of a four dimensional N = 2 theory with
a single hypermultiplet compactified on a circle.
It is possible to define formulas for the regularized area in terms of the solution
of the generalized sinh-Gordon equation using a physical space-time regulator, which
corresponds to placing a cut-off on the radial AdS3 direction. Writing the AdS3 metric




(dr2 + dx+dx−) (2.25)





Since the problem is conformal invariant, one would have expected that the area would
depend only on the conformal cross ratios. However, the introduction of the regulator
spoils the conformal symmetry and, after removing the divergent piece, what remains















where the new variable dω =
√
p(z)dz was introduced to simplify the generalized sinh-
Gordon equation,




Asinh is the finite piece of the area and involve only the solution to the sinh-Gordon
problem: it depends only on the coefficients of the polynomial p(z), which in turn de-
termine the space-time cross ratios. Thus Asinh depends only on the space-time cross
ratios. The second term in (2.27) involves an integral over a complicated region: since
we have a Riemann surface, we have some structure of cuts which depend on the form
of the polynomial and simplify at large |ω|, see [6, sec. 5]. When n is odd, we can split




d2ω = Aperiods + Acutoff (2.29)
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one involves the region for finite values of ω that is sensitive to the branch cuts, Aperiods,
and the other one is the integral at very large values of ω, Acutoff . While Aperiods is finite
and can be expressed in a simple way4 once the polynomial p is given, Acutoff can be
separated in
Acutoff = Adiv + ABDS−like (2.30)
where Adiv contains all the µ dependence of the regularization scheme and ABDS−like
depends on the distance between the cusps and not purely the cross ratios. Explicit
expressions of these two pieces can be found in the computations of [6, App. B]. One
common way to write the full answer is to introduce the remainder function R(χ) which
is a finite function of the cross ratios and contains the non-trivial information,
A = Adiv + ABDS +R(χ) (2.31)
R = ABDS−like − ABDS + Aperiods + Asinh (2.32)
where the difference ABDS−like − ABDS is written explicitly in [6, App. E]. The compli-
cated part of the problem is to compute Asinh5 and also to express the coefficients of the
polynomial as a function of the space-time cross ratios. Note that the formula (2.24) is
expected to give us Asinh + Aperiods in a regularization scheme that introduces a cut-off
in the ω-plane and throws away the divergent terms. The case with n even is a bit more
complicated because the region at large |ω| is not simplified as in the odd case: there
is a single branch cut that survives at infinity, which is reflected in the addition of a
new term Aextra. In [6, sec. 6] we can find the full final answer for the octagon. After
we compute this geometric area, we can relate these results to the vacuum expectation
value of the Wilson loop at strong coupling (amplitude) in N = 4 super Yang Mills as














with A is the geometrical area of the surface in units where the radius of AdS has been
set to one.
As explained in [8], where the authors exploit the integrability of the classical AdS
sigma model, the integrable coset theories (with Virasoro constraints) of the form G/H,
where the Lie algebra G has a Z2-symmetry that ensure integrability, represents a more
general way to formalize the above construction. Assuming that the Lie algebra admits
the decomposition G = H +K, in which H is the invariant component under the action
of the Z2 generator while elements of K are sent to minus themselves, we can write the
4The structure of Aperiods is very similar to the structure of the Kahler potential in cases where the
same Riemann surface appears in the description of the vector moduli space of N = 2 supersymmetric
theories in four dimension.
5After [7], the notation Asinh will be replaced with Afree to highlight the structure of free-energy of
the corresponding TBA system.
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G invariant flats currents J = g−1dg = H + K with dJ + J ∧ J = 0. The equations of
motion together with the flatness condition for J lead to
DzKz̄ = 0 = Dz̄Kz [Dz, Dz̄] + [Kz, Kz̄] = 0 DzX ≡ ∂X + [Hz, X] (2.34)
which can be seen as equations for the connection. Once solved, we can find a coset by
solving the flatness condition
(d+ J)ψ = (d+H +K)ψ = 0 (2.35)
for a set of independent vector solutions; then, we can orthonormalize and assemble them
into g−1, the representative coset called flat section. The equations (2.34) are identical to
our SU(2) Hitchin equations (2.18) after the identification Φ̂z = Kz, Φ̂z̄ = Kz̄, A = H.
If we introduce a spectral parameter ζ, they also correspond to the flatness of the one
parameter family of connections,
d+ Â(ζ) Â(ζ) = Kzdz
ζ2
+H + ζ2Kz̄dz̄ (2.36)
which, after a global gauge transformation, becomes [8, sec. 2]
A = Φzdz
ζ
+ A+ ζΦz̄dz̄ (2.37)
Precisely for this reason, the problem of computing minimal surfaces in AdS3 which in
turn reduces to a Z2 projection of an SU(2) Hitchin problem, can be rephrased in terms




+ A+ Φz̄dz̄ ζ
)
ψ(ζ) = 0 (2.38)
The Z2-symmetry relates solutions ψ(ζ) with different values of the spectral parameter.
If ψ(ζ) is a flat section, then η(ζ) = Uψ(−ζ) is another solution of the problem with
U = σ3. The small solutions change as we change ζ and we can track on it by looking











where n (even) is determined by the degree of the polynomial and is equal to the number
of cusps of the polygon. Thus, there are n
2
small solutions si in the corresponding n2
Stokes sectors. Note that the solutions do not come back to themselves after a shift by
e2πiζ. If we start with the solution si(ζ), which is the small one in the i-th Stokes sector,
then we find that si(e2πiζ) ∝ si+2(ζ). We can choose a solution s1 in the first Stokes




where Usi(eiπζ) ∝ si+1(ζ). Then, as we go around, we have6 sn
2
+1 = A(ζ)s1.
6When n2 is odd, A(ζ) can be set to one; otherwise it has a simple form.
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The full connection with spectral parameter ζ is an SL(2) flat connection and thus
we can form an SL(2) invariant product 〈ψ, ψ′〉 = −〈ψ′, ψ〉 with two solutions of the
linear problem (2.38), which satisfies
〈si, sj〉(eiπζ) = 〈si+1, sj+1〉(ζ) (2.41)
We can normalize s1 so that 〈s1, s2〉 = 1, then the previous equation also implies that
〈si, si+1〉 = 1. The invariant products just introduced allow us to define the cross ratios7





which can be related to the (conformal invariant) space-time cross ratios, formed from
the positions of the cusps, by setting ζ = 1 and ζ = i. Namely,
















where x±i are the space-time positions of the cusps for a polygon that is embedded in
R1,1, the boundary of AdS3. We just recall that these positions are given by a set of n2




2.1.1 The AdS3 Y-system
Starting from the Schouten identity for the inner products 〈si, sj〉(ζ) made out of two
small solutions of the linear problem,
〈si, sj〉〈sk, sl〉+ 〈si, sl〉〈sj, sk〉+ 〈si, sk〉〈sl, sj〉 = 0 (2.45)
we can derive a set of functional equations if we start from a particular choice of small
solutions where i = k + 1, j = −k and l = −k − 1:
〈sk+1, s−k〉〈sk, s−k−1〉+ 〈sk+1, s−k−1〉〈s−k, sk〉+ 〈sk+1, sk〉〈s−k−1, s−k〉 = 0 (2.46)








7The cross ratios do not depend on the arbitrary normalization of the si and, by construction, they
are also invariant under the conformal symmetries of AdS3.
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together with
T2k = 〈s−k−1, sk〉+ T2k+1 = 〈s−k−1, sk+1〉 (2.48)
we can easily see that the following relations hold,
〈sk+1, s−k〉 = −T+2k (2.49)
〈sk, s−k−1〉 = −T−2k (2.50)
〈sk+1, s−k−1〉 = −T2k+1 (2.51)
〈sk, s−k〉 = −T2k−1 (2.52)
Thus, our starting identity (2.46) becomes the SU(2) Hirota equation
T+s T
−
s = Ts+1Ts−1 + 1 (2.53)
where s = 2k. Ts is non-zero for s = 0, 1, 2, ..., n2 − 2.
Finally, we introduce theY-function as the product of two next-to-nearest T-functions,
Ys ≡ Ts−1Ts+1 (2.54)
so that they are non-zero in a slightly smaller lattice parametrized by s = 1, 2, ..., n
2
− 3.
Note that the number of Y-functions coincides with the number of independent cross
ratios. The Hirota equation (2.53) implies the AdS3 Y-system
Y +s Y
−
s = (1 + Ys+1) (1 + Ys−1) (2.55)
In order to fix the Y-functions and pick out the appropriate solutions to this set of
equations, we have to consider the analytic properties of the Y’s. Furthermore, to make
these solutions useful, we must relate them to the actual expression for the area. However,
before that, some general properties about the Hirota equations should be analyzed: the
aim is to better understand the possible choices of normalization of the Y-functions and
their implications.
The general form of the Hirota system, which generalizes the SU(2) case derived
above, is a set of functional equations for the functions Ta,s(ζ). The indices (a, s) take
integer values and parametrize a two dimensional lattice, so that at each point of this
lattice we have a function Ta,s(ζ). Then, for each site (a, s) we have an Hirota equation
T+a,sT
−
a,s = Ta,s−1Ta,s+1 + Ta+1,sTa−1,s (2.56)













where gαβ are four arbitrary functions. By means of the latter transformation, we can











(1 + Ya,s−1) (1 + Ya,s+1)
(1 + Ya+1,s) (1 + Ya−1,s)
(2.59)
Different domain in (a, s), together with different boundary condition and analytic prop-
erties, describe different integrable models. In the previous treatment, we consider the
case in which the T-functions live in a finite strip with three rows and n
2
− 1 columns,
where n is the number of cusps (gluons). The functions (2.48) are the ones in the middle
row, Ts = T1,s, and similarly, Ys = Y1,s.
Now, since the T-functions (2.48) are inner products of small solutions, they are sen-
sitive to their normalization. In the derivation of (2.53), we have used the normalization
〈si, si+1〉 = 1 which correspond to the following gauge choice:
T0,2k ≡ 〈s−k−1, s−k〉 = 1
T2,2k ≡ 〈sk, sk+1〉 = 1
T0,2k+1 ≡ 〈s−k−2, s−k−1〉+ = 1
T2,2k+1 ≡ 〈sk, sk+1〉+ = 1
(2.60)
We could of course choose not to fix a normalization for the T-functions, but then we

















which are now manifestly independent of the choice of the normalization of the small
solutions and reproduce the physical cross ratios (2.43) and (2.44) when computed for
ζ = 1 or ζ = i. In the following, we will use normalized definitions and, in order to
conform the arguments, we will do a little shift.
8We can see the Dynkin diagram structure of the T’s and the Y’s in [8].
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2.1.2 Analytic properties of the Y-functions
For finite values of ζ other than zero, it is clear from (2.48) that the T’s are analytic
functions of ζ. While, in general, the Y’s will be meromorphic functions, in our case we
see that they have no poles and are thus analytic away from ζ = 0,∞ due to the precise
choice of normalization that set the denominators to one. For ζ → 0 and ζ → ∞, they
will have essential singularities and in this section we will briefly analyze the behaviour
in these two regions.
When ζ → 0, we can solve the equations for the flat sections by making a WKB
approximation, where ζ plays the role of ~. This is explain in great detail in [12] and






s = 0 (2.63)
in which it is convenient to make similarity transformation that diagonalize Φz →√
















but fails at the zeros of p, the turning points. From each Stokes sector we have WKB
lines that emanates from it: these lines can end in another Sokes sector or, for very
special lines, on the zeros of p. If a line connects two Stokes sectors, say i and j, then
we can use it to approximate the inner product 〈si, sj〉. This estimate is good in a sector
of width π in the phase of ζ, centered on the value of ζ where the line exists. As we
change the phase of ζ or the polynomial p, the pattern of flows lines changes. For ζ = 1
or ζ = i only some inner products can be evaluated. Alternatively, we can set ζ = ei
π
4
and evaluate them all at once.
Using these types of flow patterns it is a simple matter to evaluate various inner
products. It turns out that the inner products in the definitions of the Y-functions
(2.61) and (2.62) combine to give a contour integral around a certain cycles [8, sec. 3].















For what follow, it is convenient to define the parameters9 ms in this way




A similar computation for ζ →∞ gives a similar result where now log Y2k ∼ ζZ̄2k and
m̄2k = −2Z̄2k. The barred parameters are introduced only to differentiate the two regions
in ζ. Thus, we have showed that all the Y-functions have the asymptotic behaviour
log Ys(θ) = −ms cosh θ + ... (2.68)
for large θ where ζ = eθ. It is important to note that this behaviour is good over a range of
(−π, π) in the imaginary part of θ. In fact, for each Ys, the region ={θ} = 0 corresponds
to the center of the region where the WKB lines exists. Thus, the corresponding WKB
lines exists for a sector of angular size π around this line. In addition, we have mentioned
that the WKB approximation continues to be good for a further sector of π
2
on each side.
2.2 The TBA-like integral equations
Starting from the AdS3 Y-system [8], i.e. a set of n2 − 3 functional equations,
Y +s Y
−




we can determine uniquely the Y-functions by studying their analytic properties. We
recall that the number of Y-functions coincides with the number of independent cross
ratios. For a polygon that is embedded in R1,1 (the boundary of AdS3), the positions
of its cusps are given by a set of n
2
values x+i and an equivalent set of x
−
i , where n is
the number of cusps. The resulting cross ratios are then n
2
− 3. For practical purposes,
it is useful to have an equivalent formulation of these functional relations in terms of
TBA-like integral equations. To derive them, we follow the usual procedure:






= log Ys(θ) +ms cosh θ (2.70)
that is analytic in the strip |= {θ} | ≤ π
2
and vanishes for θ → ±∞ by virtue of the
Y’s properties;
9For our choice of polynomial, the ms are all real and positive.
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a) Small ζ behavior (θ → −∞)
ms = −2Zs ∈ R+ (2.71) cosh θ ∼
e−θ
2













b) Large ζ behavior (θ → +∞)
m̄s = −2Z̄s (2.74){
cosh θ ∼ eθ
2














ii. We take the logarithm of the Y-system equations (2.69),
log Y +s (θ) + log Y
−
s (θ) = log [(1 + Ys+1(θ)) (1 + Ys−1(θ))] (2.77)






























= l+s (θ) + l
−
s (θ) (2.79)
iii. Then the equations become
l+s (θ) + l
−
s (θ) = log [(1 + Ys+1(θ)) (1 + Ys−1(θ))] (2.80)
and we convolute them with the kernel K(θ) = 1
2π cosh θ
:
K(θ) ∗ (l+s + l−s ) ≡
∫ +∞
−∞















= K(θ) ∗ log [(1 + Ys+1) (1 + Ys−1)] (2.81)
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iv. We separate the convolution product into two addenda and, on each of them, we
perform one of the following substitutions, that move the integration to the edges
of the analytic strip: {
θ′ + iπ
2
→ θ′ in the first integral
θ′ − iπ
2
→ θ′ in the second integral









































































where γ is the (rectangular) integration contour consisting of the edges of the
physical strip together with two vertical segments at <{θ} → ±∞. In order to be
able to add these extra segments it was important to use the quantity ls instead
of log Ys: this is why we have introduced it. Furthermore, in the last step we used
the fact that ls has no singularities inside the physical strip10.
Therefore, by rewriting the last equation in terms of Ys(θ), we get the integral form of
the Y-system (2.69):
ls(θ) = log Ys(θ) +ms cosh θ = K(θ) ∗ log [(1 + Ys+1) (1 + Ys−1)] (2.83)
log Ys(θ) = −ms cosh θ +K(θ) ∗ log [(1 + Ys+1) (1 + Ys−1)] (2.84)









log [1 + Ys′(θ
′)] (2.85)
For a given choice of masses ms (auxiliary parameters), the solution is unique and a
basis of cross ratios can be read from evaluating the Ys(θ)’s at θ = 0. These equations
are the desired TBA-like integral equations that determine the result at strong coupling
in the case that the polygon can be embedded in R1,1 (and the surface in AdS3), in the
particular case in which the zeros of the polynomial are along the real axis.
10This is an important input on the analytic properties of the Y-functions.
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2.2.1 General complex case
When we move the zeroes away from the real axis, the functional Y-system equations con-
tinue to be true because they do not depend on the polynomial; contrarily, the asymptotic
boundary conditions change: now, the quantities Zs and ms are more general complex
numbers and the asymptotic behaviour is{
ms = −2Zs, log Ys ∼ −ms2ζ for ζ → 0
m̄s = −2Z̄s, log Ys ∼ − m̄s2 ζ for ζ → +∞
(2.86)
Furthermore, when we derive the integral equations, it is convenient to shift the line
where the Y-functions are integrated to be along the direction where ms
ζ
is real and
positive, which also makes m̄sζ real and positive. We have11,







sin (ϕs −={θ}) = 0 −→ ϕs = ={θ}+ kπ k = 0, 1, 2, ...
cos (ϕs −={θ}) > 0 −→ −
π
2
< ϕs −={θ} <
π
2
It will be useful to define
Ỹs(θ) = Ys(θ + iϕs) (2.89)
where here θ is real. Like before, we start from equations (2.69), but we introduce the
quantity ls in a slightly different way,





= log Ỹs(θ) + |ms| cosh θ (2.90)
Consequently, when we compute the behaviour for large θ, we have:
a) Small ζ behavior: ls ∼ −ms2 e




b) Large ζ behavior: ls ∼ − m̄s2 e




Now we take the logarithm,
log Ỹ +s (θ) + log Ỹ
−







11First, let’s assume ζ = eθ with θ generically complex. This allow us to understand that <{θ} must
be translate by the argument of ms. Then we can replace <{θ} → θ.
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and we add a null contribution to the l.h.s so that we can write
log Ỹ +s (θ) + log Ỹ
−





























= l̃+s (θ) + l̃
−







The next step is to convolute with the kernel K(θ + iϕs) = 12π cosh(θ+iϕs) :
K(θ + iϕs) ∗ (l+s + l−s ) ≡
∫
R+iαs











′ + iαs − iπ2 )









sinh(θ′ + iαs − θ − iϕs)
=
= l̃s(θ) = log Ỹs(θ) + |ms| cosh θ (2.93)
where γ is the (rectangular) integration contour created by two different shifts in the
variable θ′ together with two vertical segments at <{θ} → ±∞. Note that in order to
write the second line, it must be valid that |ϕs − αs| < π2 . Thus, we can rewrite the
above convolution in the following form








log [1 + Ys′(θ
′)]
cosh(θ + iϕs − θ′)
(2.94)
or equivalently,







log [1 + Ys′(θ
′ + iϕs′)]
cosh(θ − θ′ + iϕs − iϕs′)
(2.95)
Finally, we find the TBA-like integral equations for the general complex case12:












cosh(θ − θ′ + iϕs − iϕs′)
(2.96)
12These equations coincide with [8, eq. (26)] and make contact with those of [11]. See comments at
the end of [8, sec 3.5] and subsequent sections of this document.
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As long as |ϕs−ϕs′ | < π2 the integral equations conserve the form that we have derived.
If we deform the phases beyond this regime, we will have to change the form of the
equations [8, App. B] by picking the appropriate pole contributions from the kernels,
which become singular for |ϕs−ϕs′ | = π2 ,
3π
2
, ... . Of course, the integral equations change
but the Y’s (and therefore the area) are continuous thanks to the analytic extension that
takes into account the pole13. This is the wall crossing phenomenon discussed in [11, 12].
These integral equations are a special case of the general one discussed in [11], where the
equations are true for an arbitrary N = 2 theory (our Hitchin problem is just a special
case). Due to the Z2 projection, we can easily map the kernel in [11] to the one found
here; we report the calculation in appendix A and section 2.7.
2.3 Rewriting of the TBA
The integral equations (2.96) can be rewritten in a slightly different form if we consider
the complex redefinition of the variable θ and the antisymmetric intersection form θss′
of the cycles involved to determine the asymptotic behaviour of Ys14. The latter follows
from the general theory in [11], but it can be easily checked in this particular case by
examining the integral equations (2.96) for different values of s. We refer to subsequent
sections for an exhaustive check. As a consequence of the redefinition, the integration
path moves along a straight line, parallel to the real axis and with an imaginary part
equals to ϕs′ . If we set, {
θ + iϕs −→ θ
θ′ + iϕs′ −→ θ′
(2.97)
then







(−1)s+1θss′ log [1 + Ys′(θ′)]
cosh(θ − θ′)
(2.98)
According to the redefinition, it continues to be true that |ϕs − ϕs′ | < π2 . It should
be noted that the previous rewrite recovers the original Y-functions and represents the
3-dimensional analogue of equations (3.1)-(3.3) of [39]. In fact, we can make another
small change in the notation by introducing the kernel
Kss′(θ, θ′) =
(−1)s+1 θss′
2π cosh(θ − θ′)
(2.99)
13Actually, there are two types of analytic extension: the one that takes into account the pole, called
in the literature "going smoothly", and the one that doesn’t take it into account
14The intersection form θss
′
for all the cycles associated to the Y-functions is computed in [8]: con-
sidering s even, if an arrow points from Ŷs to Ŷs′ , then we have θss
′
= 〈γs, γs′〉 = −1, otherwise the
intersection vanishes. Note that this convention is opposite to that depicted in [8].
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and the quantity
Ls(θ) = log [1 + Ys(θ)] (2.100)
finally coming to write






At this point we can follow two equivalent ways, each of which leads, through different
notations, to useful developments:
route a) we can introduce the pseudo-energies ε(θ−iϕs) and recast the TBA equations
as function of them, separating the forcing term into two exponentials multiplied
by the Gaiotto’s Z. In doing so, we move the integration at ϕ̂s′ = R+ϕs′ + iπ2 and
we point out a clear link with the SU(N)2
[U(1)]N−1
HSG models [13];
route b) alternatively, we can define the hatted Y-functions Ŷs(θ) and, in a second time,
change the integration line according to route a. In doing so, the forcing term
remains a cosh and the relationships between Ŷ and ε guarantee the equivalence
of the two paths. We will follow this way especially in the last part of this chapter
when, starting from section 2.4, we are going to calculate the regularized area.
2.3.1 Route a: the pseudo-energies
The pseudo-energies (with real argument) are defined by the relation
− lnYs(θ) = ε(θ − iϕs) (2.102)
which allows us to rewrite (2.98) in the following form














Now, we can modify the arguments of the pseudo-energies by following three steps:
i) ε(θ′ − iϕs′) = ε(θ′ + iπ2 − iϕ̂s′) where ϕ̂s′ = ϕs′ + i
π
2
ii) θ′ + iπ
2




− iϕ̂s′) −→ ε(θ′+ − iϕ̂s′)
R + iϕs′ −→ R + iϕ̂s′





iii) θ + iπ
2
−→ θ+ that implies
cosh(θ − θ′+ + i
π
2
) −→ cosh(θ+ − θ′+)
cosh(θ − iϕs) −→ cosh(θ+ − iϕ̂s)
ε(θ − iϕs) −→ ε(θ+ − iϕ̂s)
In the end, taking into account the equality |ms| ≡ 2|Zs| and omitting the subscript +
to lighten the notation, we get














Even without the subscript +, one can easily deduce who the complex variable θ is by
noting that the argument of the pseudo-energies must be real. The previous shifts in the
rapidity variables allow us to decompose the forcing term into two addenda











Zs = −|Zs|eiαs and αs =
{




for s odd (2.106)
allow us to make contact with the equations of [13]15. Starting from (2.98), route a leads
then to the following equation























where the variable θ ≡ θ+ is defined by means of the previous shifts. It is important to
note that the above equation is the 3-dimensional reduction of equations (F.10)-(F.11) of
[37, app. F], which represent the starting point for the identification procedure Afree =
Y Ycr in the AdS5 case16. This means that, starting from (2.107), we can reproduce the
procedure developed in [37, app. F] for the 3-dimensional case. Moreover, it also means
that what was done in [37, app. E], where we started from sinh−1-type kernels, can be
reproduce right here on cosh−1-type kernels: there is a connection between (2.107) and
[37, eq. (E.2)], which we will point out soon in section 2.7.
15See section 2.7 for explicit details.
16In both [37, app. F] and [39], we see that the equations for the hexagon coincide with the ones in
[7], which correspond to the A3 series. We will explore the link with the An series just for this reason
in section 3.4. also for the AdS3 case
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2.3.2 Route b: the hatted Y-functions
The equations (2.98) depends on the two sets of constants |ms| and ϕs, which eventually
will be related to the n
2
− 3 conformal ratios of a polygonal Wilson loop with n null
edges. This is directly related to the fact that the number of Y-functions is equal to the
number of cross ratios. For the continuation, it turns out convenient to introduce the



















As well as in [8], [37, app. F] or [39], the physical cross ratios can be calculated directly
from the Ŷs(θ)’s by placing θ = 0. We define the pseudo-energies like in (2.102),
ε(θ − iϕs) = − lnYs(θ) (2.110)
although it will turn out useful to express the ε-functions also in terms of the hatted-Y’s,






− ln Ŷs(θ − iπ2 ) if s even
− ln Ŷs(θ) if s odd
=





Now, we would like to rewrite (2.98) using these new Ŷ ’s. Thus, our starting point is:







(−1)s+1θss′ log [1 + Ys′(θ′)]
cosh(θ − θ′)
(2.112)
We must consider that, if θs+1 ≡ θ + iπ2 bs+1,
log Ys(θ) = log Ys(θs+1 − i
π
2
bs+1) = log Ŷs(θs+1) =
=
{
log Ŷs(θ) if s even
log Ŷs(θ + i
π
2
) if s odd
(2.113)
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because s and s′ have opposite parity. Considering that the integration path change in
R + iϕ̄s′ := R + iϕs′ + iπ2 bs′+1, we can recast the TBA equations (2.98) in the particular
form
























= iϕ̂s′ if s′ odd
iϕs′ if s′ even
(2.115)




















As anticipated, the above equation coincides with (2.107) and relations (2.111) can be
used to prove it.
2.4 The remainder function
As we have seen in section 2.1, in order to compute scattering amplitudes at strong
coupling, we need to compute the area of minimal surfaces in AdS given by
A = 2
∫
d2z Tr [ΦzΦz̄] (2.117)




this area diverges and needs to be regularized. This can be done by dividing it in different
contributions [6, 7]. For the simpler odd case (n = odd for a general 2n-gon), we have






















d2ω − Acutoff (2.121)
where we have defined the ω-plane by dω =
√
p(z)dz and Σ denotes the region in this
plane related to the regulator. As we will see in this section, Areg is the non-trivial
dynamic function that is computed by the free-energy of the TBA system. Therefore,
the interesting part of the area is given by the integral equivalent to the two pieces
Areg + Afree [8]
A = 2
∫
d2z Tr [ΦzΦz̄] (2.122)
which, by definition, is independent of ζ. Improving the WKB approximation we talked
about in section 2.1.2, we can find other terms that describe the behaviour of the Y func-
tions in the two regimes considered by expanding the expressions for the inner products.
We will take complex masses but with small enough phases so that the WKB approx-
imations that we find in [8] continue to be valid, with the same cycles. In general, the
cross ratios that have a simple WKB approximation will change as we change the phase
of the masses beyond certain point, see [12]. As in [8], for our purposes it is enough to
do the derivation for some range of masses and then consider the analytic continuation
as mentioned before.
2.4.1 Small ζ regime
Thanks to the WKB approximation described in [8] and using slightly different functions
defined by (here ζ = eθ)
Ŷ2k(ζ) = Y2k(ζ) Ŷ2k+1(ζ) = Y2k+1(ζe
−iπ
2 )
we find that for θ → −∞ holds




















p(z)dz and u is an exact one form on the Riemann surface with component
uz and uz̄. For our purposes, it will only be important to compute the diagonal compo-
nent uiz̄ = Φiiz̄ . Here α is given by the diagonal components of the connection A and, due
to the Z2 projection valid in our case, is equal to zero. In the basis where Φz is diagonal,
we can rewrite (2.122) as
A = i
∫










where γr are a basis of cycles and ωrs is the inverse of the intersection form of the cycles
[8]. By expanding the TBA-like integral equations (2.116), we can compute the small
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inside which we can find the conserved charges of log Ŷs,
log Ŷs(θ + i
π
2




nθs+1 = c̃−1,s e
−θs+1 + c̃1,s e










bs+1 + ... (2.126)



































































































and the integration is carried out on R+iϕs′ . Comparing expansions (2.123) and (2.126),






















ωrs c̃−1,r c̃1,s (2.131)
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Instead, comparing expansions (2.123) and (2.129), we can separately rewrite the con-



































































































To reach the structure of free energy, we have to average the result from (2.135) with
the result we obtain from the large ζ-expansion.
2.4.2 Large ζ regime
We can retrace the steps (2.123)-(2.135) for θ → +∞,































ωrs c−1,r c1,s (2.137)
log Ŷs(θ + i
π
2








(−i)bs+1 = Z̄s (2.139)

























































A = Aperiods + A
large
free =


























mr ≡ |mr|eiϕr m̄r ≡ |mr|e−iϕr
Ỹr(θ) = Yr(θ + iϕr)
we can rewrite Asmallfree and A
large










log [1 + Yr(θ










log [1 + Yr(θ
′ + iϕr)] (2.144)

























































log [1 + Yr(θ
′ + iϕr)]




















This derivation requires that n
2
is odd because we have considered θrs invertible. If n
2
is even, like in the octagon case, we start from n
2
+ 1 and we take away one zero of
the polynomial (soft collinear limit). Then, the result contains two pieces: one is Afree
discussed above and the other contains an extra piece called precisely Aextra [6]. Finally,
considering that it is possible to obtain an explicit writing of Aperiods in terms of the
masses, each contribution to the regularized area is expressed in terms of the complex
masses ms that appear in the integral equations (2.98).
2.5 The octagon
Here we derived some of the results of [6] from our point of view, highlighting what
important differences occur in cases where n
2
is even. For the octagon we have n = 8
and only one Y-function, because s takes values up to n
2
− 3 = 1; so that, the Y-system
(2.69) is very simple
Y +s Y
−
s = 1 (2.147)






= log Ys(θ) + |ms| cosh θ (2.148)

















= l̃+s (θ) + l̃
−
s (θ) = 0 (2.149)
The subsequent convolution with the kernel K(θ) produces





































= l̃s(θ) = log Ỹs(θ) + |ms| cosh θ (2.150)
Finally, we reach the following integral equation for the Y-system
log Ỹs(θ) + |ms| cosh θ = 0 (2.151)
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which solution is


















In order to reach the free energy structure, we have to derive the conserved charges
from a slightly different integral equations, even if the integral term in our case (s = 1)
vanishes. Furthermore, since n
2









→ s = 1, 2
Our starting point becomes then (2.116),









log [1 + Ys′(θ
′)] (2.153)
We will compute the conserved charges as if we were in the case of the decagon, reserving
for ourself the possibility of eliminating a zero of the polynomial and making the limit
for s = 1, 2→ s = 1 (soft collinear limit). We start with s = 1,
log Ŷ1(θ + i
π
2

































c−1,1 = Z̄1 (2.157)













In the case s = 2, we obtain very similar results starting from







































c−1,2 = Z̄2 (2.162)
















When s = 1, 2 it is possible to define the inverse of the incidence matrix because starting






is like starting with n/2 no longer even. So, in principle, we
























= −i ω21 c̃−1,2 c̃1,1 − i ω12 c̃−1,1 c̃1,2 (2.164)
However, as mentioned before, in order to recover the case of our interest (the octagon),
we must execute the limit for s = 1, 2→ s = 1:(
ζ = eθ
)








Z2 = −m22 · 1 −→ −
m1
2













Similar substitution are valid for the large ζ regime; consequently, to compute the con-
tribution of the area we use the following modified formulas:
Asmall = −ie−i
π
2 c̃−1,1c̃1,1 = −c̃−1,1c̃1,1 (2.166)
Alarge = iei
π
2 c−1,1c1,1 = −c−1,1c1,1 (2.167)
which produce these contributions,







Z1 log [1 + Y1(θ
























log [1 + Y1(θ





















Z̄1 log [1 + Y1(θ























′+iϕ1 log [1 + Y1(θ





































|m1| cosh θ′ log
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which agrees with what was called Asinh in [6].
2.6 The decagon




s = (1 + Ys+1)(1 + Ys−1) (2.173)
corresponding to these two integral equations










cosh(θ − θ′ + iϕ1 − iϕ2)
(2.174)










cosh(θ − θ′ + iϕ2 − iϕ1)
(2.175)
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which derive from the following compact form















Now, we repeat the calculation developed in section 2.5 for both equations:
(s=1) We start from









where  Y1(θ+ − i
π
2





and, omitting17 the subscript +, we finally get














The WKB approximation, which is ζ-independent, for the first equation in the
small ζ-regime produces











with ζ+ = eθ+i
π
2 (2.180)















































ζ ′+ − iπ2
)] (2.184)
17Here we rename the variable θ+ as simply θ, remembering that its complex definition can be read
from the argument of the forcing which must be real.
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(s=2) We start from









where  Y1(θ+ − i
π
2





and, omitting the subscript + like before, we finally get
log Ŷ2(θ − i
π
2












The WKB approximation for the second equation in the small ζ-regime produces,











with ζ = eθ (2.188)
The conserved charges are hidden inside the log-expansion,
log Ŷ2(θ+ − i
π
2














































Now, we can calculate the contributions to the area in the small ζ-regime through the
usual formula,





















































































































































If we repeat the same calculus in the large ζ-regime, we obtain the desired form of Alargefree


































which correspond to (2.146) for the case r = 1, 2.
2.7 Equivalent TBA equations in the context of Hitchin
systems
In this chapter, we would like to emphasize the link existing between our integral equa-
tions (2.98) and those we find in [37, App. E], [13] and [11, App. E]. From the former,
we can make contact with these three important papers concerning general Hitchin’s sys-
tems, in which the authors argue without using the Y-system (and hence the Y-functions)
from which we started instead.
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2.7.1 Integral equations with X-functions
First of all, we show how to connect with [37, eq. (E.2)] starting from our TBA-like
integral equation for the general complex case (2.98), which we report for convenience,







(−1)s+1θss′ log [1 + Ys′(θ′)]
cosh(θ − θ′)
(2.196)
Considering that the quantities Zs have different definitions depending on whether the






















in order to respect the convention on the integration line18, we have to consider the
following integration variable, which changes from the even to the odd case:
θ =
{
<{θ}+ iϕs for s even
<{θ}+ iϕs + iπ2 for s odd
=




= <{θ}+ iϕ̄s (2.198)































After rewriting the integral in terms of sinh, a step that differs from the even case to
the odd one, we can consider the relation between Y and X-functions, described in [37,
App. E]: these functions coincide on the integration line up to an appropriate shift in θ
by the argument of Zs. Thanks to the previous choice of the integration lines, we can









18The integration line is set in such a way that Zsζ ∈ R−, with ζ = e
θ, in agreement with [37, App.
E].
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log [1 +Xs′ (θ
′)] (2.202)
which coincide with [37, eq. (E.2)] by means of the following identifications:
n− gon ←→ 2N − gon
s, s′ = 1, 2, ..., n
2
− 3 ←→ γ, γ′ ∈ Γ+ = 1, 2, ..., N − 3
R + iϕ̄s′ ←→ lγ′
θss
′ ←→ 〈γ, γ′〉
1 ←→ Ω(γ′)
(2.203)
Further details about the equivalence just shown can be found in the derivation of this
last equation in the context of general Hitchin’s systems (appendix A) or in the analysis
of some particular case, such as the decagon, already studied in section 2.6 and with
which we want to confront for a check.
We will now derive the integral equations for the decagon from the X-functions for-
malism: the polygon has 2N = 10 sides and the index that labels the equations takes
values s = 1, 2, ..., N − 3. Therefore, we have to consider only the two values s = 1, 2.
























∈ R− ←→ θ′ = <{θ′}+ iϕ2 ≡ θ′2
(2.205)
























θ12 log [1 + Y2(θ
′ + iϕ2)]
cosh(θ − θ′ + iϕ1 − iϕ2)
(2.207)
where in the last step we have renamed <{θ} → θ, so that θs → θ+ iϕs. In a completely
analogous way, we can find the corresponding equation for the value s = 2,





(−1)θ21 log [1 + Y1(θ′ + iϕ1)]
cosh(θ − θ′ + iϕ2 − iϕ1)
(2.208)
These equations for the decagon, derived working with X-functions, are in agreement
with the general compact form (2.176) obtained in section 2.6.
2.7.2 Integral equations with ε-functions
To show the equivalence between (2.98) and [13, eq. (3.38)], we can proceed in two
equivalent ways, directly from the Y-functions formalism of chapter 2 or, considering the
previous subsection, from [37, eq. (E.2)] paying attention to the conventions used in the
two contexts. In order to guarantee a logical thread to the exposition, we choose the
former. As before, we rewrite the starting point for convenience,







(−1)s+1θss′ log [1 + Ys′(θ′)]
cosh(θ − θ′)
(2.209)




Zs = |Zs|eiαs ≡
|ms|
2




we can rewrite (2.209) in the following form















With the following shift, we underline the real argument of the ε-functions,{
θ − iϕs −→ θ












cosh(θ − θ′ + iϕs − iϕs′)
log
[




Now, with the aim of bringing up the quantities αs and αs′ in the argument of cosh, we
add and subtract terms of the type iπ
2
bs+1, so that we obtain in the denominator
cosh
[














= (−1)si sinh(θ − θ′ + iαs − iαs′) (2.215)
Finally, we can write








sinh(θ − θ′ + iαs − iαs′)
log
[




which coincide with [13, eq. (3.38)] by means of the following identifications:
n− gon ←→ 2n− gon
s, s′ = 1, 2, ..., n
2
− 3 ←→ k, l = 1, 2, ..., n− 3
(−1)θss′ ←→ 〈γk, γl〉
1 ←→ Ω(γ′)
(2.217)
Like before, further details about the equivalence just shown can be found in the analysis
of the decagon within the ε-functions formalism.
We will now derive the integral equations for the decagon from the ε-functions for-
malism: the polygon has 2n = 10 sides and the index that labels the equations takes
values s = 1, 2, ..., n − 3. Therefore, we have to consider only the two values s = 1, 2.
For the value s = 1, eq. (3.38) of [13] becomes













Considering that 〈γ1, γ2〉 ≡ θ12 = −1, we can recast the previous equation,




























where, from (2.211), we have
−iα̃ = iα1 − iα2 − iπ2 = iϕ1 − iϕ2





Now, for a generic value of k, holds
− εk(θ) = lnXγk(θ + iαk) (2.222)
so that we can write
−ε1(θ) = lnX1(θ + iα1) =




= lnY1(θ + iϕ1) =
= lnY1(θ1) (2.223)
while
−ε2(θ′) = lnX2(θ′ + iα2) =
= lnX2(θ
′ + iϕ2) =
= lnY2(θ




in the end, we can rewrite in the following form





θ12 log [1 + Y2(θ
′ + iϕ2)]
cosh(θ − θ′ + iϕ1 − iϕ2)
(2.225)
In a completely analogous way, we can find the corresponding equation for the value
s = 2,





(−1)θ21 log [1 + Y1(θ′ + iϕ1)]
cosh(θ − θ′ + iϕ2 − iϕ1)
(2.226)
These equations for the decagon, derived working with ε-functions, are in agreement
with the general compact form (2.176) obtained in section 2.6.
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Chapter 3
The relevant HSG models for minimal
surfaces in AdS3
In this chapter, we would like to exploit the rewriting (2.107) to make contact with
the homogenous sine-Gordon (HSG) models [14, 15], which are a class of 2-dimensional
integrable models generalizing the sine-Gordon model. They are obtained by integrable
perturbations of CFTs corresponding to Gk-parafermions, or Gk[U(1)]rg cosets [16, 17, 18],
where G is a simple compact Lie group with Lie algebra g and rg is the rank of g. The
S-matrices describing the HSG models for simply laced G groups are proposed in [19].
As we learn from [13, 7], concerning both the AdS3 and AdS5 cases, in order to derive
the integral equations characterizing minimal surfaces with a null polygonal boundary
in AdS, it is necessary to write down a Riemann-Hilbert problem from the data of
the polynomial p(z) and other inherent constraints. Until the work of Y. Hatsuda and
colleagues [13] for AdS3, it was known that these integral equations possess the structure
of TBA equations [11, App. E], but it was not at all clear what models are described
by them in practice: they found that the TBA integral equations for the AdS3 case are
identified with those of the SU(N)2
[U(1)]N−1
HSG models, which is discussed in detail in [20, 21].
From our rewriting (2.107), it is now possible to derive this result in a similar way linking
the integral equations (2.96) found in the previous chapter with those of [13], through
very similar steps of section 2.7.
Furthermore, in the last part of the chapter, we will exploit this link to show that our
AdS3 Y-system (2.69) actually coincides with the very general one of [20] in a particular
configuration. The case of the decagon, studied in section 2.6, is offered as an example
to check this statement. Also the subsequent restriction to the su(k)-minimal ATFTs,
namely the An series of the ADE classification [33], is inserted as a particular limit on





For convenience, we rewrite the starting point (2.107), which will allow us to connect
























Recalling the current definition1 of the complex variable θ set by the shifts of subsection









bs = 2|Zs| cosh [<{θ}] (3.2)











1 + e−εs′ (<{θ
′})]
cosh [<{θ} − <{θ′}+ iϕs − iϕs′ ]
(3.3)
Finally, recasting in terms of real variables, we get the useful writing to connect with
the HSG models,









1 + e−εs′ (θ
′)
]
cosh(θ − θ′ + iϕs − iϕs′)
(3.4)
To see the connection, we need to compare the previous equation with [13, eq. (3.40)],
which are the TBA equations for the SU(N)2
[U(1)]N−1
homogeneous sine-Gordon models: we
rewrite them to clarify,















where a = 1, 2, ..., N − 1 labels the particles with mass ma, Iab is the incidence matrix,
R is the inverse temperature and σab = −σba are some parameters. It is important to
note that these latter equations have been derived in [13] following the usual procedure













1Just look at the ε-function’s argument and remember that it must be real.
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where ca = ±1 [21]. Now it is clear that the link holds under the following identifications:
s, s′ = 1, ..., n
2






εab = −εba = ±1
i(ϕs − ϕs′) ←→ σab
(3.7)
We therefore connected with a very specific class of HSG coset-models, which we will
continue to study later in this chapter.
3.2 The universal TBA equations for the HSG models
For our purposes, it is important to say something about the rich particle structure
[20, 21, 22] of the deformations around the CFT point of the HSG models, such as
the description of scattering matrices [19] and their properties related to mass scales,
resonance parameter and parity breaking [20].
In [19], a new family of S-matrices with resonance poles is conjectured to correspond
to the HSG theories associated with simply laced compact Lie groups. These theories
have been constructed as integrable perturbations of the WZNW-coset [16, 17, 18] of the
form Gk
H
, where G is a compact simple Lie group, H ⊂ G is a maximal abelian torus
and k > 1 is an integer called the “level”. A characteristic feature of these suggested
S-matrices is that some elements are not parity invariant and contain resonance shifts
which allow for the formation of unstable bound states. Only the specific choice of the
groups ensures that these theories possess a mass gap [15]. The defining action of the
HSG models thus constructed reads




d2x 〈Λ+, g(x)−1Λ−g(x)〉 (3.8)
where SCFT is the coset action, 〈 , 〉 is a Killing form of G and g(x) is a group valued
bosonic scalar field. Λ± are semi-simple elements of the Cartan subalgebra associated
with H and play the role of continuous vector coupling constants. They determine the
mass ratios of the particle spectrum as well as the behaviour of the model under a parity
transformation. The parameters m and β2 are the mass scale and the coupling constant.
The proposed scattering matrices consist only partially of l copies of minimal su(k)-
ATFTs [23], whose mass scales are free parameters. The scattering between solitons
belonging to different copies is described by an S-matrix which violates parity [19] and
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this type of matrix possesses resonance poles where the related resonance parameters
characterize the formation of unstable bound states. In comparison with the models
studied until [20], the HSG models which we will cover in this chapter are distinguished
in two aspects: first, they break parity invariance and second some of the resonance
poles can be associated directly to unstable particles2. One of the main outcomes of
[20] is that their TBA-analysis gives strong support to the scattering matrix proposed in
[19]. Now, let us more specific briefly recalling the main features of the proposed HSG
scattering matrix in a form most suitable for our discussion. The solitons are labelled
by two quantum numbers (a, i): we refer to a as the main quantum number, which runs
within 1 ≤ a ≤ k−1, while i is the colour and runs within 1 ≤ i ≤ l, where l denotes the
rank of G and h its Coxeter number. Therefore, the 2-p scattering matrix between the
soliton (a, i) and the soliton (b, j) will have a general form Sijab(θ), where θ is the rapidity
difference.
In [19] it was proposed to describe the scattering of solitons which possess the same
colour by the S-matrix of the Zk-Ising model or, equivalently, the minimal su(k)-ATFT
[23]:
Siiab(θ) = (a+ b)θ(|a− b|)θ
min(a,b)−1∏
n=1






































for the general building blocks. The second line (3.10) is the integral representation of
the block form (3.9) and I denotes the incidence matrix of the su(k)-Dynkin diagram.
Instead, the scattering of solitons with different colour quantum numbers was proposed

























with Kg denoting the Cartan matrix of the simply laced Lie algebra g and Kgij 6= 0, 2.
Here the ηij = η∗ji are arbitrary k-th roots of -1 and the shifts in the rapidity variables
2The resonance parameter characterizes the mass scale of the unstable particles.
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are functions of the vector couplings σij, which are anti-symmetric in the colour values
σij = −σji. An explicit expressions for the classical resonance shifts is
σij = ln
√
(αi · Λ+) (αj · Λ−)
(αi · Λ−) (αj · Λ+)
(3.14)
where the αi are simple roots. Due to the fact that these shifts are real, the function
Sijab(θ) for i 6= j will have poles beyond the imaginary axis: the parameters σij characterize
resonance poles. An important feature is that (3.12) is not parity invariant, where parity
is broken by the phase factors η as well as the shifts σ. As a consequence, while the






]∗ and Siiab(θ)Siiab(−θ) = 1 (3.15)








ba(−θ) = 1 (3.16)
Analyzing the above S-matrices, we can say the following statement about the formation
of bound states: two solitons with the same colour may form a bound state of the same
colour, whilst solitons of different colours, say (a, i) and (b, j), may only form an unstable
state (c, k), whose lifetime and energy scale are characterized by the parameter σ through






















b sinh |σ| sin Θ (3.18)
where the resonance pole in Sijab(θ) is situated at θR = σ − iΘ and the Γkc denote the
decay width. For what will be developed later, it is important to note that, in the limit
σ → 0, the relation (3.18) shows us that the unstable particles become stable, but they
are not yet like the other asymptotically stable particles. They become virtual states
characterized by poles on the imaginary axis beyond the physical sheet.
The HSG models are characterized by l different mass scales3 m1,m2, ...,ml and the








(αi · Λ+) (αi · Λ−)
(αj · Λ−) (αj · Λ+)
(3.19)
3In addition there are l − 1 independent parameters in form of the possible phase shifts σij = −σji
for each i, j such that Kg 6= 0, 2. This means that we have 2l − 1 independent parameters in total.
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where β is a coupling constant and the mi are the l different mass scales.
The two values of the resonance parameter 0 and ∞ are special: in the former case
parity is restored on the classical as well as on the TBA-level, whereas in the latter case
the l copies of the minimal ATFT are decoupled and unstable bound states may not be
produced [20, 21]. We here report the full set of TBA integral equations in the general
parity-violation case for completeness [20, sec. 3]. From the two sets4 of BA equations,




B 6=A SAB(θA − θB) = 1
e−iLMA sinh θA
∏
B 6=A SBA(θB − θA) = 1
(3.21)
we may carry out the usual procedure [36] and obtain the following sets of NLIEs,{
ε+A(θ) +
∑
B ΦAB ∗ L
+
B(θ) = rMA cosh θ
ε−A(θ) +
∑
B ΦBA ∗ L
−
B(θ) = rMA cosh θ
(3.22)
where, as usual, the symbol ∗ denote the rapidity convolution defined by




f(θ − θ′)g(θ′) (3.23)
and r = m1T−1 is the inverse temperature times the overall mass scale m1 of the lightest
particle. We have also redefined the masses by M ia → M ia/m1. As very common in




L±A(θ) = ln(1 + e
−ε±A(θ)) (3.24)
The kernels in the integrals are given by




Notice that the second equation in (3.22) may be obtained from the first one simply by
the parity transformation θ → −θ and the first equality in (3.25). The main difference
of these equations in comparison with the parity invariant case is that we have lost the
usual symmetry of the pseudo-energies as a function of the rapidities, such that now in
general it holds ε+A(θ) 6= ε
−
A(θ): this symmetry may be recovered by restoring parity.
4These two sets of equations are of course not entirely independent and may be obtained from each
other by complex conjugation with the help of relation (3.16).
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To proceed further, it is convenient to consider the following separation of the kernel

















































where φab(θ) is just the TBA kernel of the su(k)-minimal ATFT and in the remaining
kernels ψab(θ) we have removed the resonance shift. The integral representations for
these new kernels are obtained easily from the expressions (3.10) and (3.13). They are
generically valid for all values of the level k. Then, the convolution term in the first of















ψab ∗ Ljb(θ − σji) (3.30)
This rewriting shows that, whenever we are in a regime in which the second term is
negligible (σ → ∞), we are left with l non-interacting copies of the su(k)-minimal
ATFT. We will return to this limit in section 3.4, but now let us focus on the special
limit σ → 0, which correspond to the parity invariant case: for the classical theory it
was pointed out in [14] that only then the equations of motion and the TBA-equations
are parity invariant. However, even in the absence of the resonance shifts, the S-matrix
still violates parity through the phase factors η. Then, from (3.22), we remove the split




(φab + ψab) ∗ Lib(θ) = rM ia cosh θ (3.31)
Now that everything necessary has been properly introduced and defined, we are
ready to derive the universal form for the TBA integral equations of the HSG coset mod-
els, particularly advantageous when one wants to discuss properties of the model leaving
the level k generic. By means of the convolution theorem and the Fourier transforms of
the TBA kernels φab and ψab, which can be read off directly from (3.27) and (3.29), in
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the following we illustrate the calculus in detail. Once we rename νia(θ) = rM ia cosh θ,















(θ − σji) = νia(θ) (3.32)




dθ f ia(θ) e
ikθ (3.33)
































′)ψab(θ − θ′) = ν̃ia(k) (3.34)
where we have shifted the rapidity variable θ′ + σji → θ′ so that to make the arguments
of the kernels homogeneous. At this point, we must return to expressions (3.27) and






































with Iab is the incidence matrix of the su(k)-Dynkin diagram. For the other kernel ψab
















5Here k plays the role of h in [35, 32], that is the Coxeter number of the simple compact Lie group
G.
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Ibcψ̃acR̃ + 2πδabR̃ (3.39)
Now we can continue, renaming b → c and multiplying both side for (δab − R̃Iab),


















































′ − σji)ψ̃ac(k) (3.43)









































































) = 2πF̄ [R̃] (3.45)


































′ − σji) = ν̃ia(k) (3.46)

























































] cosh θ′ = rM ia cosh θ′ (3.50)
























Closely related to the TBA equations in the form (3.51) are the following functional
relations (also called Y-system). Using complex continuation [29] and defining the quan-
tity
Y ia (θ) = e
−εia(θ) (3.53)
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1 + Y ib (θ)
−1]−Iab (3.54)
These systems are useful in many aspects, for instance they may be exploited in or-
der to establish periodicities in the Y-functions, which in turn can be used to provide
approximate analytical solutions of the TBA-equations.
3.3 The algebra level k = 2
In section 3.1 we have connected our TBA-like integral equations (2.98), which represent
the solution to the problem of minimal surfaces in AdS3, with the NLIEs for the SU(N)2[U(1)]N−1














Precisely for this reason, one might think that there is a deeper connection with our AdS3
case, such as with our Y-system (2.69), perhaps hidden in the universal form (3.51) and
in the corresponding set of functional relations (3.54). This would also imply that the
S-matrix considered by [13] coincides, for k = 2, with those previously proposed to
describe the HSG models [19, 20]. In this section, we will highlight this link exploiting
[21] and test it for the case of the decagon in AdS3: useful correspondences for the
relevant indices, inherent to the two different contexts, will be specified.
Therefore, let us focus on the k = 2 case and see how we can rewrite the scattering
matrices (3.9) and (3.12) in a more compact form, by considering very general properties.
The theory has a fairly rich particle content: N − 1 asymptotically stable particles
characterized by a mass scale mi and N − 2 unstable particles whose energy scale is
characterized by the resonance parameters σij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ N − 1). The stable particles
are in a 1-1 fashion to the vertices of the SU(N)-Dynkin diagram and we associate to
the link between vertex i and j the N−2 linearly independent resonance parameters σij.
Once an unstable particle becomes extremely heavy, the original coset decouples into a








⊗ SU(N − i)2
[U(1)]N−i−1
(3.56)
This is equivalent to cutting the related Dynkin diagram at the largest resonance pa-
rameter at some energy scale, such as σi,i+1 in the previous relation.
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In the general case SU(N)2
[U(1)]N−1
where only the level is fixed, the scattering of two stable
particles of type (1, i) and (1, j), with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N−1, is described by the 2-p S-matrices













Already at this level we can identify correspondences in the indices if we compare with
(3.55). The incidence matrix of the SU(N)-Dynkin diagram is denoted by I. The parity
breaking which is characteristic for the HSG models and manifests itself by the fact that
Sij 6= Sji, takes place through the resonance parameters σij = −σji and the colour value
ci. The latter quantity arises from a partition of the Dynkin diagram into two disjoint
sets, which we refer to as “+” and “-”. We then associate the values ci = +1 to the vertices
i of the Dynkin diagram of SU(N), in such a way that no two vertices related to the same
set are linked together. The resonance poles in Sij(θ) at (θR)ij = −σij−iπ2 are associated
in the usual Breit-Wigner fashion to the N − 2 unstable particles. It is important to
recall that the mass of the unstable particle Mc, formed in the scattering between the
stable particles i and j, behaves as Mc ∼ e|σij |/2. There are no poles present on the
imaginary axis, which indicates that no stable bound states may be formed. It is clear
from the expression of the scattering matrix (3.57), that whenever a resonance parameter
σij with Iij 6= 0 goes to infinity, we may view the whole system as consisting out of two
sets of particles which only interact freely amongst each other. The unstable particle,
which was created in interaction process between these two theories before taking the
limit, becomes so heavy that it can not be formed anymore at any energy scale.





















)] = −1 (3.58)


















































provided that an appropriate value is chosen for ηij. So that, we can reformulate the
S-matrix for this particular situation in the compact form (3.57). For N = 3 we can
check this statement and get [20] (there are only two self-conjugated solitons)
S1111 = S
22









where η12 = −η21 = i and σ := σ12 = −σ21. For the case considered, I12 = I21 = +1 is
the incidence matrix of the SU(3)-Dynkin diagram.
Now we are ready to derive from (3.54) a set of functional relations equivalent to our














1 + Y j1 (θ − σji)
]
(3.61)
where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2, i 6= j and I11 = 0 allow us to drop out the factor with
∏
. To check
the equivalence6, we must only explicit the functional relations and compare them with
the some explicit example, such as the decagon studied in section 2.6. Then, we consider





























= [1 + Y1(θ)] (3.63)
paying attention to the fact that θ differs from (2.173) to (3.54) for a complex definition:
see the definition (3.53) where θ is real. Therefore, once we consider a more general
complex definition of the Y-functions implemented in (3.54),
Y ia (θ + iϕs) = e
−εia(θ) (3.64)
we can relate the quantity σij to the phases ϕs of the complex rapidity used in (2.173):
σij = i(ϕi − ϕj) (3.65)
As a last note, if we consider higher values of N , in order to reproduce similar results for
polygons with more sides, the systems of functional equations no longer exactly match, so
that we assume that showing the equivalence means going back to the original definition
of the Y-functions used for the AdS3 case, see section 2.1 or [8], and considering their
properties and periodicity.
As we can see from the explicit calculation of the previous matrices Sii11 and S
ij
11, the
non-trivial dynamical informations comes only from the scattering of two solitons with
6Another check could be the derivation of the integral equations coming from (3.61) following the
usual procedure depicted in section 2.2.1, which would be coincide with the ones found for the decagon.
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obtained through the partition of the full HSG kernel ΦAB(θ), as we said previously.
These kernels correspond exactly with those of the TBA integral equations of our AdS3













θ + σij +
iπ
k






















θ + σij +
iπ
k









































(|a− b|+ 1 + 2n)
]















in agreement with our AdS3 kernels (2.96) through (3.65).
3.4 Narrowing down to the An series
In this section we would like to explain the reduction that leads to the Y-system of the
su(k)-minimal ATFTs, namely the An series of the ADE classification, derived originally
in [32]. This reduction is consistent with the limit σ → ∞, noting that the asymptotic
behaviour of the Y-functions (3.53) is
lim
θ→∞
Y ia (θ) ∼ e−rM
i
a cosh θ (3.70)








In this case, the Y-functions have a period related to the dimension of the perturbing
operator as conjectured in [20],
Y ia (θ +
iπ
1−∆
+ σji) = Y
j
ā (θ) (3.72)
where, for vanishing resonance parameters σii = 0 and the choice g = su(2), this be-
haviour coincides with the one obtained in [32] for the An series:





















= Y in−a+1(θ) (3.75)
with ā = n− a+ 1 [33].
When σ tends to infinity, the mass ratio m1
m2
is not fixed: it may be chosen to be very
large or very small! This is due to the fact that sending σ to infinity is equivalent to
decouple the TBA systems for solitons with different colours by shifting one system to
the infrared with respect to the scale parameter r. In other words, looking at relation
(3.19), it is as if the two masses were no longer comparable and one of the two, say
M ja , tended to infinity. The special value σ = ∞ corresponds in the classical theory to
a choice of the vector couplings in (3.19) orthogonal to a simple root of G, so that we
agree that the speech is fully equivalent to saying that one of the two masses becomes
too large compared to the other.
Therefore, in the limit that we are dealing with, the second term in (3.30) is negligible
and we are left with l non-interacting copies of the su(k)-minimal ATFT [21]. Later, we
will see that this fact allow us to reproduce the TBA equations in the universal form
proposed by Zamolodchikov in [32]. But, let us try to derive the ADE Y-system from



























1 + Y ib (θ)
−1]−Iab (3.76)
due to (3.70) and the above discussion on the mass ratio mi
mj
. Then, whereas our definition
of Y-functions (3.53) is exactly the reciprocal of that of Zamolodchikov [32] here indicated
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1 + Y ib,Zam(θ)
]Iab (3.78)
which exactly matches with the system of functional relations found in [32]. With the
aim of establishing useful correspondences in the indices, in the following we will compare
the notations used here with those used in [32] and [13]. From (3.78), we see that our
k plays the role of h, the Coxeter number of the algebra considered in [32], so that the
index b takes values between 1 and h − 1, which in [32] corresponds to the number of
particles N (the rank of the algebra). For the An series, h = n− 1 where n indicates the
number of particles [33]. Definitely, h−1 = n is satisfied only for the An series. Another
way to see this correspondence is to consider the rank of the algebras W (An), which
from [34] is known to be n. When we deal with a general su(k)-ATFT algebra, the rank
is simply k − 1 so that, in our correspondence k ↔ h, this implies h− 1. Then, only for
the An series holds h− 1 = n which then finally coincides with the number of particles.
Summing up, we can establish a relation between the level k of the simple compact Lie
group G of our coset Gk
H
and the index n which labels the An series: for k = 2 we found
the A1 series, for k = 3 the A2 series, and so on following the rule k = h = n+ 1.
Wanting instead to make a comparison with [13], we have to note that the coset
considered there is of the form SU(n−2)2
[U(1)]n−3
, where 2n is the number of sides of the polygon
(gluons). In this context, n − 3 corresponds to the rank l of our simple compact Lie
group G and the level k has been set to 2. Finally, since in [13] the index a, which labels
the particles corresponding to each simple roots, runs until n − 3, we can say that it
corresponds to the index i, which in [20] label the colours and runs from 1 to l.
Now we would like to show the agreement existing with the series An taking into
account the scattering matrices (block form) in the limit σ →∞, where only the compo-
nent Siiab(θ) describing the scattering between solitons with the same colour contributes
(see (3.30)). From [33], we know the block form of the S-matrix for the An series,























It is clear that the k used in (3.9) corresponds to the n+ 1 used here in Sab(θ), strength-
ening the relationship k = h = n+ 1. Furthermore, a direct computation of the building
blocks for different values of k, taking in mind that 1 ≤ a, b ≤ k − 1, explicit the
equivalence of the two matrices.











participate at the dynamics in a non-trivial way, a situation somehow opposite to what we
saw in the previous section 3.3. Thus, we expect that from the universal TBA equations































































which is in agreement with [32, eq. (7)].
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Chapter 4
The remainder function in the cross
ratios frame: the modified TBA
equations
4.1 The Yang-Yang functional for symmetric TBA equa-
tions
The general TBA equations with a symmetric kernel,







du′Kab(u, u′) log[1 + Yb(u′)] (4.1)



























To show this fact, we consider the variation with respect to ρa(u),




























du′Kab(u, u′)ρb(u′) = 0 (4.4)
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and the variation with respect to φa(u),





















To write the last condition we have used the following result, starting from the definition






























δφa = ln(1 + e
La−φa) δφa
(4.8)
If we define lnYa(u) ≡ La(u)− φa(u), from (4.6) we obtain
ρa(u) = log[1 + Ya(u)] (4.9)
which inserted in (4.4) reproduces the general TBA equations (4.1).
4.1.1 The critical value Y Ycr
Relations (4.4), (4.6) and (4.9), being the conditions that extreme the Yang-Yang func-


















































du′Kab(u, u′) log [1 + Ya(u)] log [1 + Yb(u′)] (4.10)
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At the end of this chapter we will see that the interesting part of the regularized area
(the remainder function) of the minimal surfaces in AdS3 coincides with the extreme
of the Yang-Yang functional for the (symmetric) modified TBA equations. Accordingly,
the area will turn out to be the extreme of an action functional with fixed boundary
conditions given by the choice of physical cross ratios.
4.2 The modified TBA equations
Our starting point is the complex TBA-like integral equations (2.98),









log [1 + Ys′(θ
′)] (4.11)





















log [1 + Ys′(θ
′)] (4.13)
The previous rewrite holds thanks to the setting relationships about the variable Zs (and










2 for s odd
(4.14)
and the choice of the integration lines such that Zs
ζ
∈ R−, in agreement with [8], [37] and
[13]. To derive the modified TBA equations (in short MTBA), we have to eliminate the
variables Zs and Z̄s in favour of the physical cross ratios ln y±s , which are obtained by
setting1 ζ = 1 and ζ = i inside (4.12). As we can easily see for the even case, θ has to
take the values 0 and iπ
2
to recover the corresponding values ζ = 1 and ζ = i; conversely,
in the odd case the respective values are −iπ
2
and 0. Thus, we can say that θ = −iπ
2
bs+1
corresponds to ζ = 1 whilst θ = iπ
2
bs matches with ζ = i, coming to define the above
mentioned physical cross ratios:{
log Ys(θ = −iπ2 bs+1) ≡ ln y
+
s for ζ = 1
log Ys(θ = i
π
2
bs) ≡ ln y−s for ζ = i
(4.15)
1Here ζ = eθ+i
π
2 bs+1 depends on the quantity bs, which plays the role of a parity qualifier in a purely
arithmetic sense. In other words, bs discriminates between even and odd indices.
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We can now bring out the cross ratios ln y+s replacing ζ = 1 inside (4.12),


















and Ls′(θ′) = log [1 + Ys′(θ′)]. Then we can extract the quantity Z̄s,
Z̄s = ln y
+
s − Zs − Ib2 (4.18)
An equivalent substitution for ζ = i leads to the cross ratios ln y−s ,












































Now we are ready to replace Zs and Z̄s inside (4.12) to obtain the (not yet symmetric)
MTBA equations,








sinh(2θ′) cosh(θ − θ′)
Ls′(θ′) (4.23)
where Ls(θ) indicates the forcing term,















If we introduce the new rapidity variable u = coth(2θ), our previous MTBA equa-
tions (4.23) become symmetric and this feature is fundamental to reach their description

















Kss′(θ, θ′) = −
(−1)sθss′ sinh(2θ′) sinh(2θ)
2 cosh(θ − θ′)
(4.27)
while the integration over u-rapidity is intended on a section of a straight line on the
real axis [38, sec. 11], namely D = (−1,−∞) ∪ (+∞,+1).
4.2.1 The Yang-Yang functional for the SU(N)2[U(1)]N−1 HSG models
As we explained in section 4.1, the symmetric MTBA equations (4.26) can be derived
as the extreme conditions of the Yang-Yang functional (4.2), which we rewrite for con-



























Variations with respect to ρs and φs produce
δ(Y Y )
δρs(u)

















Ls(u)− φs(u) ≡ log Ys(u) (4.31)
from (4.30) we obtain
ρs(u) = log [1 + Ys(u)] (4.32)
and, consequently, replacing these last two relations inside (4.29) we can reproduce the
symmetric MTBA equations (4.26). To find the critical value of the Yang-Yang func-
tional, we have to replace its extreme conditions inside (4.28) and then we will get

















du′Kss′(θ, θ′) log [1 + Ys′(θ′)] log [1 + Ys(θ)] =




This critical value Y Ycr will be very useful at the end of this chapter when, after calculat-
ing the two contributions of the remainder functions A = Aperiods +Afree, we will try to
identify it with Afree. But now, we would like to underline an important link started in
chapter 3 where, starting from (2.98) and taking advantage of route b, we had connected
with a particular class of HSG models thanks to equation (2.107). As a matter of fact,
we now want to specify that the Yang-Yang functional (4.28) that we have built before
(and also its critical value (4.33) just computed) turns out to be the functional describing
the SU(N)2
[U(1)]N−1
HSG models that we have considered. This important link is valid by virtue
of the equation from which we started to derive the MTBA equations, that is (2.98), the
same equation that, following route b, leads to the HSG models as described in section
3.1.
4.3 The remainder function
In this section we will compute the interesting part of the regularized area, the so called
remainder function, exploiting the procedure outlined in section 2.4. For this purpose,
we need to bring out the conserved charges hidden in the large θ-expansion of log Ys(θ).
Each of the two consequent regimes will produce three kinds of terms with none, one
and two integrals: but a most useful rewriting of that results is given by their average,
which reveals vast simplifications on the two integrals terms. As we have already seen,
only in the end we will split the result of this latter average in two contributions, which
we identify with Aperiods, the term without integrals, and Afree, the term with only one
integral. So far there is no difference from what has been done in chapter 2; but the
next step is crucial within our new framework, where we want to express the remainder
function only in terms of physical cross ratios. This particular step consists of a very
precise replacement within Atemp, the average of the one integral terms. The latter
substitution will allow us to identify Atemp with Y Ycr, after appropriate simplifications
and the well known change of the rapidity variable that guarantees the symmetry.
4.3.1 Small ζ regime




































Now, using (2.131), which is valid for the area when θ → −∞, we get three main





































































































4.3.2 Large ζ regime




































Now, using (2.137), which is valid for the area when θ → +∞, we get three main


























































































In order to find a simple expression that describes the remainder function, we have to
average the previous results of the area. We will denote with A0, Atemp and A2 their















Atemp requires a greater effort, also because inside it hides the rigid mathematical struc-
ture without which identification with Y Ycr would be impossible. Let us see in what
follows the complete steps that led to the critical value of the Yang-Yang functional.























(−1)s+1i ln y+s cosh(θ + i
π
2






At this point it is important to note that the term in parenthesis is the derivative of the













ln y+s sinh(θ + i
π
2


















ln y+s cosh(θ + i
π
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(u) ∂θ [Ls(θ)] Ls(θ) (4.50)






























∂θ [lnYs(θ)] log [1 + Ys(θ)] = ∂θ [−Li2 (−Ys)] (4.52)





































































duLi2 [−Ys(θ)] = Y Y (1)cr (4.55)



















Now, in order to show that Y Y (2)cr emerges from this second integral term, we have
to rewrite the square brackets in a simpler form; immediately after, we will see that the
latter simpler form cancels out with the remaining two-integrals terms, once they have


















3 cosh(3θ + θ′) + cosh(5θ − θ′)






sinh(2θ + 2θ′) sinh(θ − θ′)[3 + cosh(2θ − 2θ′)]
4 cosh2(θ′ − θ)
+
+
sinh(2θ − 2θ′) cosh(θ − θ′) sinh(2θ + 2θ′)
4 cosh2(θ′ − θ)
+
+
cosh(2θ + 2θ′) cosh(θ − θ′)[3 + cosh(2θ − 2θ′)]
4 cosh2(θ′ − θ)
+
+
sinh(2θ − 2θ′) sinh(θ − θ′) cosh(2θ + 2θ′)





+ sinh(2θ + 2θ′) sinh(θ − θ′)+
+ cosh(2θ + 2θ′) cosh(θ − θ′) + sinh(2θ + 2θ
′) sinh(θ − θ′)
2 cosh2(θ′ − θ)
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These four addenda are exactly what we need to reproduce Y Y (2)cr and simplify the






























2 cosh(θ − θ′)
]
Ls′(θ′)Ls(θ) = Y Y (2)cr (4.57)
which corresponds with the second addendum in (4.33). Instead, the second and third
term cancel out with the average of the two-integrals terms which we will calculate in the
following. What about the last term? This particular addendum does not contribute to
the integral thanks to the antisymmetric property of both the intersection form θss′ and



























































































du (−1)s+1θss′ sinh(2θ′) sinh(2θ) cosh(3θ + θ′)Ls(θ)Ls′(θ′)
where
cosh (3θ + θ′) = cosh(2θ + 2θ′) cosh(θ − θ′) + sinh(2θ + 2θ′) sinh(θ − θ′) (4.58)
Summing up, we just showed that the interesting part of the regularized area, once
averaged, can be written in terms of A0 (4.48) and the critical value of the Yang-Yang
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functional (4.28) from which we derive the MTBA equations depending on the physical
cross ratios only; in particular, we can finally say that
Aperiods + Afree = A0 + Y Ycr (4.59)
where Y Ycr = Y Y
(1)
cr + Y Y
(2)
cr is the sum of expressions (4.55) and (4.57).
As a final comment to this section, it is important to note that the previous identifi-
cation Afree = Y Ycr is no longer true if we do not eliminate the quantities Zs and Z̄s in
favour of the physical cross ratios y±s . This can be easily demonstrated by repeating the
exact same calculation just illustrated and replacing inside (4.49) and (4.48) the quan-
tities (4.16) and (4.19), that is returning to the system of parameters that includes the
quantities Zs, Z̄s. The integral terms combine to produce a free energy structure (like in
chapter 2) but other terms appear, so that the critical value of the YY functional is no
longer just the free energy of the corresponding TBA system. The calculation we have
performed in this section therefore shows that the modified TBA equations, as a func-
tion of the physical cross ratios, correspond to a change of reference frame that allows
to identify, through a saddle point evaluation, the extreme of the Yang-Yang functional
with the free-energy of the thermodynamic system described by them.
4.4 MTBA equations and Y Ycr for the octagon
In the case of the octagon (n = 8), the degree of the polynomial is n
2
− 2 = 2 and
s = 1, ..., n
2
− 3 = 1. When n
2
is even, we can use the soft collinear limit [8, 37],





− 2 = 3 zeroes and s = 1, 2 possible values. As we will see in the next section
when we will analyse the case of the decagon (n = 10), many aspects of these two cases
are very similar and this is a direct consequence of the soft collinear limit. Thus, our
starting point is the equation (2.98),









log [1 + Ys′(θ
′)] (4.60)































log [1 + Ys′(θ
′)]
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As in the previous section, we can find the (non-symmetric) MTBA equations that reads








sinh(2θ′) cosh(θ − θ′)
Ls′(θ′) (4.62)
where

















When we perform the soft collinear limit (s = 1, 2 → s = 1), the MTBA equation
simplify in the following form
log Ys(θ) = Ls(θ) (4.64)
Since we found the structure of the modified TBA equations, the next step is to build
















where the domain is the same of (4.26). The variation with respect to ρs and φs produce
respectively








Ls(u)− φs(u) = log Ys(θ)
then (4.66), replaced inside the previous equation, let us to get the desired MTBA
equation with s = 1. Now we are ready to calculate its critical value Y Ycr,








In order to show that Y Ycr = Afree, we have to perform the calculation of the octagon’s
area following the steps depicted in the previous section. We start with the value s = 1





































































To calculate the area we use the modified formula [37, App. F] which we have seen to
be useful in the case n
2
= even3,
A = −i ω21 c̃−1,2 c̃1,1 −→ A = −i e−i
π








































































































































3When we consider the soft collinear limit we eliminate the extra zero of the polynomial and we note
































































We note that the term in parenthesis nothing else is that the forcing of the non-symmetric
MTBA equations,














































duLi2 [−Y1(θ)] = Y Ycr (4.75)
Here we have focused only on the terms with one integral because the treatment of the
other types is pretty much the same as in the general case.
4.5 MTBA equations and Y Ycr for the decagon
The decagon case (n = 10) is characterized by s = 1, ..., n
2
− 3 = 1, 2 and we will adopt
the more usual procedure valid for the cases n
2
= odd. As for the octagon, we start from
(2.98) and, after an appropriate identification of the quantity Zs and Z̄s for odd or even























Through the usual procedure illustrated in the previous sections, we can find the (non-
symmetric) MTBA equations








sinh(2θ′) cosh(θ − θ′)
Ls′(θ′) (4.77)
where


















Ls′(θ′) = log [1 + Ys′(θ′)] (4.79)
Using the new rapidity variable u = coth(2θ), we obtain the useful (symmetric) MTBA
equations, which can be deduced from the extreme conditions of the associated Yang-
Yang functional,









Kss′(θ, θ′) = −
(−1)s θss′ sinh(2θ′) sinh(2θ)
2 cosh(θ − θ′)
(4.81)

























du′Kss′(θ, θ′) ρs(u)ρs′(u′) (4.82)















If we set, as usual, lnYs(u) ≡ Ls(u)− φs(u) we find
ρs(u) = log [1 + Ys(u)] = Ls(u) (4.85)
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and,replacing the previous equation inside (4.83), we obtain the desired MTBA equations
(4.80). Relations (4.83) and (4.84), once replaced into the definition of the Yang-Yang
functional, allow us to get its critical value


















= Y Y (1)cr + Y Y
(2)
cr (4.86)
From equation (4.77), valid for s = 1 and s = 2, we can deduce the conserved charges




































































































































ωss′ c̃−1,s c̃1,s′ =
= −i ω21 c̃−1,2 c̃1,1 − i ω12 c̃−1,1 c̃1,2 =


























































which agrees with the general result (4.39). Instead, when θ → +∞, the area is calculated




ωss′ c−1,s c1,s′ =
= i ω21c−1,2 c1,1 + i ω12c−1,1 c1,2 =

























































which agrees again with the general result (4.46). Then, the contribution to the area


















































































































































































We note that the terms in parenthesis coincide with the derivative of the forcing of the













































































































where the second and third integral term coincide with Y Y (1)cr of (4.86) while the last
























where the dots indicate terms that are simplified with the remaining two-integral contri-
butions to the area, like in the previous general case; we will calculate these in a moment,




We end this section by calculating the other contributions of the area left behind.

























































































(ln y−1 ln y
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Note that the simplification with the two integral terms present within Adecagontemp is guar-
anteed by (4.58) and the fact that s and s′ have opposite parity. In this way, the general
identification Afree = Y Ycr is also exactly satisfied in the case of the decagon.
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Chapter 5
Future perspectives on the BSV
polygonal transitions for AdS3 WLs
In this last part, we would like to exploit some results of the previous chapter to properly
introduce the main reason that prompted us from the beginning to analyze planar scat-
tering amplitudes (dual to null polygonal WLs) in AdS3: to attempt a three-dimensional
reduction for the strong coupling re-summation of the BSV series, as illustrated in [38]
for the hexagon. Contextually, this reduction would allow us to derive the P form factors
that describe our decagon (in the same limit) in terms of an all-terms extended OPE
series (BSV) [40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. Thanks to chapter 3, these intermediate transition
amplitudes P would then be related to the HSG models there considered, obtaining a
form factors description for the SU(N)2
[U(1)]N−1
HSG models.
5.1 A comparison with the AdS5 case
In [38], after finding the complete set of ABA equations and the S-matrix for excitations
over the GKP vacuum, the knowledge of all the necessary scattering data allowed to
build the pentagonal amplitudes P in the perturbative regime contextually to the series
of papers by Basso, Sever and Vieira (BSV)1. The authors’ purpose was to investigate
the multi-particle contributions (flux tube) to the MHV gluon scattering amplitudes, the
so called BSV series, and re-sum them for the hexagon case so to reproduce the TBA
set-up of [7, 8, 37]. From this point of view, light-like polygonal Wilson loops can be
seen as a infinite sum over more fundamental polygons (squares and pentagons in the
AdS5 case) whose knowledge relies on the GKP scattering factors. In the strong coupling
limit, this superposition of squares and pentagons leads to the classical string regime,
1Their work allow to extend to all terms the operator product expansion of [37], thus proposing a
non-perturbative approach to 4D null polygonal WLs in N = 4 SYM, which in turn depend on the 2D
scattering factors [40, 41, 42, 43, 44].
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that is the minimization of the supersymmetric string action [1]. From what has been
discussed so far, we know that this is a complicated problem of minimal area solved by a
set of non-linear coupled integral equations. Besides, we know that their form resembles
that of a TBA system whose free-energy corresponds to the only dynamic part of the
area [8]. This same TBA set-up can be obtained by re-summing the infinite BSV series
and performing a saddle point evaluation, as has been properly demonstrated in [38].
The purpose of this chapter is to lay the foundations to be able to fully reproduce in the
future the same analysis even on AdS3. So let us briefly summarize the key steps and
results of [38], which we will use as a guideline.
Considering the AdS5 framework at generic finite coupling, the BSV series [40] is
a sum over the intermediate multi-particle states, where the particles can be scalars,
fermions, gluons and bound states of thereof, as analyzed in [38]. The simplest example




















× Pa1 ... aN (0|u1 ... uN)Pa1 ... an(−u1 ... − uN |0) (5.1)
where the measures µai(ui) correspond to quadrangular amplitudes and the pentagonal
amplitude Pa1...aN (0|u1...uN) represents the transition from the vacuum to an intermedi-
ate state of N particles of any kind ai listed above. By virtue of the notations of [40], the
general n-sided null WL is decomposed into a sequence of simpler fundamental building
blocks, namely n − 3 null squares and n − 4 null pentagons. Any two adjacent squares
form a pentagon so that we remain with n−5 null middle squares, each of which has three
symmetries parametrized by a GKP time τi, space σi, and angle φi for rotations in the
two dimensional space transverse to this middle square [37, 40]. The set {τi, σi, φi}n−5i=1
parametrizes the 3(n − 5) independent conformal cross ratios of a n-edge null polygon
[45]. Every middle square in the decomposition shares two of its opposite cusps with the
big polygon; the positions of the other two cusps are fixed by the condition that they
are null separated from their neighbours. For the case of the hexagon we are considering
we have only 2 pentagons and 1 middle squares. This describes the kinematics of the
decomposition. For what concerns the dynamic, we can say that we start with the GKP
vacuum in the bottom and evolve it all the way to the top where it is overlapped with
the vacuum again. In between, we decompose the flux tube state in the i-th middle
square over a basis of GKP eigenstates ψi. Each eigenstate ψi propagates trivially in
the corresponding square for a time τi. It then undergoes a pentagon transition P to
the consecutive square where it is decomposed again and so on. The N -particle eigen-
states ψi have definite energies Ei, U(1) charges mi and momenta pi, with N = 0, 1, 2, ...
. The charges {Ei,mi, pi} are the sum of the charges of the N individual excitations.
We can parametrize each state with a set of rapidities u = {u1, ..., uN} and a set of
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indices a = {a1, ..., aN} which labels the kind of the j-th excitation [46] belonging to the
i-th eigenstate ψi. This explains the writing (5.1) and more details about the measures
µai(ui) can be found in [40].
When we go to the strong coupling limit, we have to disentangle the integrations over
internal rapidities; this procedure means that we have to add different contributions:
the leading contributions in the perturbative regime are due to gluons, mesons and their
bound states [38]. To construct the pentagonal amplitudes P it is necessary to solve a
series of axioms depending on the GKP S-matrix entries [40, 41]. For the gluonic sector
we have
P (−u| − v) = P (v|u) (5.2)
P (u|v) = S(u|v)P (v|u) (5.3)
P (u−γ|v) = P̄ (v|u) (5.4)
where P (u|v) = PFF (u|v) and P̄ (u|v) = PFF̄ (u|v) denote the pentagonal amplitudes of
two gluonic excitations F, F̄ . Thanks to the parametrization u =
√
2g tanh(2θ), inherent
in the gluonic sector, the axioms can be rewritten in terms of the rapidities θ, θ′ and











[1 + cosh(θ− θ′)− i sinh(θ− θ′)] +O(1/g2)
(5.5)
where m and l identify the mesons constituting the bonded states before and after the
transition respectively. We recover the transition between single gluons for m = l = 1,
see result (10.7) in [38]. A very similar procedure, but with a new parametrization
u =
√
2g coth(2θ), allows to obtain for the mesonic sector the following pentagonal















At this point, it is possible to compute (at strong coupling) any contributions of the
BSV series which describes the hexagon Wilson loop. To do this we must take into
account important properties2 concerning the pentagonal P factors:
Pa1,...,aN |0(u1, ..., uN |0) =
∏
i<j
Pai,aj |0(ui, uj|0) (5.7)
together with
Pa,b|0(u, v|0)P−a,b|0(u2γ, v|0) = Pa,b|0(u, v|0)Pb|a(v|u) = Pb|−a(v|u−2γ)Pb|a(v|u) = 1 (5.8)
2These properties derive from the axioms, among which we mention the Watson, the monodromy
and the residue condition.
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which lead, when all the particles are in, to






Instead, when all the particles are out, a similar computation produces






In this way, it is possible to show that the following simple manipulation holds,






In [38, sec. 11], we can find the explicit results for both one-particle and two-particle
contributions, but even more interesting is the coincidence of the kernels of our modified
TBA equations for the decagon (4.77) with the kernels K(MM)sym (θ1, θ2) of the mesonic
sector alone (see kernels (11.23)). Being more specific, we can recast the modified TBA
equations for the decagon in the form3




































highlighting that the measures also coincide if we consider the mesonic sector of the
hexagon in AdS5. From the comparison, we can assume that having a single equation
with a single kernel type, the AdS3 decagon corresponds to a single type of excitation
on the GKP vacuum. Regarding the nature of this excitation, we limit ourselves to
saying that in [42] it has been shown that, at strong coupling, there are three AdS
massive string modes: the first two correspond to the two gluonic excitation F, F̄ which
3The rewriting makes use of the notations and results reported in the appendix B.
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behave as relativistic particles of mass
√
2 belonging to the two AdS5 directions that
are orthogonal to the AdS3 subspace in which the classical string is moving; the third
mode instead correspond to a particle of mass 2 associated to fluctuations inside the
AdS3 subspace and, since there are no fundamental excitations with this mass, in [42] it
is explained how this particle emerges in the OPE context as a bound state of a fermion
and of a anti-fermion (see also [38]).
Returning to [38, sec. 11], we can quickly verify (up to two-particle contributions)










where Y Ycr corresponds to the dynamic part Afree of the full renormalized area, as
we know from what has been said so far. This agreement is not restricted to one and
two-particle contributions, but instead it does also extend to any number of particles.
The BSV series for the hexagon can be fully re-summed by exploiting some standard
technique, the Hubbard-Stratonovich transform [47]. In the next section, we will try
to reproduce these technique in our AdS3 case: in this way, we hope to set the future
development of a BSV series for our AdS3 decagon in which the polygonal amplitudes P
(form factors) are defined starting from a new set of axioms and, maybe, a new physical
background. In fact, considering the change of geometry AdS5 → AdS3, for the moment
we cannot say that the geometric decomposition of the WL will take place through
squares and pentagons. For the same reason, we can only fix a very general set of axioms
that hold for a new fundamental n-gon transition.
5.2 The path integral trick for the re-summation
Very often, to compute physical quantities, we have to sum over states: this is true, for
example, when we compute partition functions in statistical physics or when we study
correlation functions in a CFT. Actually, this sum consists in the subsequent application
of the operator product expansion (OPE) to write the general n-point function as multiple
sums over the states generated by the fusion of the local operators. A similar strategy can
be applied for computing the vacuum expectation values of null polygonal Wilson loops
in conformal gauge theories [37]. It entails, however, summing over a rather different
class of states, namely the complete set of excitations ψi of the flux tube supported
by two null Wilson lines [48]. For a generic polygon we have to perform this sum as
many times as needed to fully decompose the evolution of the flux-tube state along the
loop. Contrary to what happens in the AdS5 case, where the decomposition is based on
n − 5 intermediate squares and n − 4 pentagons, in our current AdS3 case we do not
have previous results that inform us on which decomposition to implement and which
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fundamental polygons to consider. In [40], this idea is presented in terms of pentagons,






j [−Ejτj+ipjσj ] P (0|ψ1)P (ψ1|ψ2) ... P (ψn|0) (5.17)
where P (ψi|ψj) is the generic polygonal transition between the states ψi and ψj that
represents the elementary building block of the (unknown) geometric decomposition. A
significant generalization of the previous decomposition is based on the following sequence
of transitions and propagations
W = 〈vac|P̂ e−τnĤ+iσnP̂ P̂ ... e−τ1Ĥ+iσ1P̂ P̂|vac〉 (5.18)
where Ĥ and P̂ are the generators of the two conformal symmetries inherent in the
AdS3 case [45]. This representation can be connected with the previous tessellation of
the n-gon WL and the operator P̂ represents the transition between two fundamental
polygons. To make contact with the decomposition (5.17) we have to insert a resolution
of the identity at any propagation and consider that the states ψi are eigenstates of the
flux tube hamiltonian Ĥ of the i-th intermediate polygon.
Inspired by [38], we would like to find a way to reproduce the manipulation (5.11)
that allows to rewrite the product of polygonal transitions of many-particle states as the
reciprocal of the product of single-particle P factors. This manipulation is based on the
specific properties of the P factors or, equivalently, of the fundamental pentagon in the
AdS5 case. This precise step is crucial for the continuation (the path-integral trick we
want to discuss) and we must generalize it by means of more general properties about
P factors, which are listed below. Through these new properties, which will lead to a
generalization of (5.8) valid for the pentagon, we hope to deduce a manipulation useful
for our purposes.
Considering a general object of the form Pa1,...,ak|b1,...,bh(u1, ..., uk|v1, ..., vh), the fol-
lowing axioms must be satisfied:
Watson relation
Pa1,...,ai,ai+1,...,ak|0(..., ui, ui+1, ...|0) = Sai,ai+1(ui, ui+1)Pa1,...,ai+1,ai,...,ak|0(..., ui+1, ui, ...|0)
(5.19)
where the S-matrix satisfies unitarity Sa,b(u, v)Sb,a(v, u) = 1, crossing symmetry
S−a,b(u
2γ, v)Sa,b(u, v) = 1 and mirror symmetry Sa,b(uγ, vγ) = Sa,b(u, v);
Monodromy relation
Pa,a1,...,ak|0(u
4γn, u1, ..., uk|0) = Pa1,...,ak,−a|0(u1, ..., uk, u|0) (5.20)




2γ, u, u1, ..., uk|0) = δā,−aPa1,...,ak|0(u1, ..., uk|0) (5.21)
Reflection
Pa1,...,ak,a|0(u1, ..., uk, u|0) = P0|a,ak,...,a1(0|u, uk, ..., u1) (5.22)
Crossing transformation
P0|−a,bk,...,b1(0|u, vk, ..., v1) = Pa|bk,...,b1(u
2γ|vk, ..., v1) =
= P−b1,...,−bk,a|0(v
2γ





Pa1,...,ak|b1,...,bh(u1, ..., uk|v1, ..., vh) = P−a1,...,−ak|−b1,...,−bh(u1, ..., uk|v1, ..., vh) (5.24)
Analyticity As a function of the rapidities, P is meromorphic in each variable within
a physical region and exhibits only simple poles. For relativistic theories, when P
is written in terms of relative hyperbolic rapidities θij, the physical region is the
strip 0 ≤ Im(θ) ≤ 2πn.
A quick way to test these axioms is to consider the case of the pentagon n = 5
4
. Then, the
fundamental property (5.8) is obtained by applying the crossing transformation twice.
We hope to be able to reproduce this crucial manipulation also for fundamental polygons
with more sides in a short time. Once this is done, we can follow the procedure (the
Hubbard-Stratonovich transform) illustrated in [38] to fully re-sum the BSV series de-
scribing the decagon in AdS3 and reproduce the entire TBA set-up. Below, we will show
only the main steps of this technique which allows us to find, by means of a saddle point
evaluation, our modified TBA equation for the decagon (4.77) and the corresponding
Yang-Yang functional.
Once we have found the appropriate manipulation for the product of generic polygonal
transitions involving N arbitrary excitations, we hope to be able to rewrite our WL (5.17)























where the field X(a) satisfies the well know identity about functional gaussian integration




〈X(ai)(ui)X(aj)(uj)〉 = 〈eX(a1)(u1) ... X(aN )(uN )〉 (5.26)
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This step is clearly based on the appropriate manipulation of the polygonal amplitudes
P , but also on the possibility of connecting them with the correlators of the gaussian
fields. To clarify what we mean, let us consider what it was made for the AdS5 hexagon:











Now, thanks to this substitution, it is possible to interpret (5.25) as a Kac-Feynman












with fa(u) = −τEa(u) + iσpa(u); however, only at strong coupling important simplifi-
cations ensure that it can be added up. At this point, the previous analogy with the












where only the right definition of the measure µa(u) allows to bring out the dilogarithm
function Li2(x). Also the physical properties of the states (including bound states if any)
will be fundamental to obtain the previous writing. Now, it is possible to read (5.29) as
a quantum mechanics partition function for the field X(u)
Wdec = Z[X] =
∫
DX e−S[X] (5.30)

































4This action should be related to our Yang-Yang functional (4.2) while the function La is given by
our modified TBA equations (5.12).
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where the subscript takes the values a = 1, 2 and the Green function has been introduced
as ∫
dθ′ G(θ, θ′)T (θ′, θ′′) = δ(θ − θ′′) or G(θ, θ′) = 〈X(θ)X(θ′)〉 (5.33)
It is interesting to note that the Green function, at strong coupling, can be related only
to the symmetric part of the transition amplitude5,








Finally, if we introduce the function ε(θ−iϕa) = −La(θ)−Xa(θ), we obtain the modified
TBA equations for the decagon case (5.12) after having exploited once again the analogy
with the mesonic sector for the correct definition of the measure µb(θ′). As a last remark,
we note that, from (5.33) and (5.34), the action (5.31) possesses the divergent prefactor√
λ, so that the decagonal WL (5.30) is dominated by the classical configuration, achieved
by imposing the equations of motion on the fields. This saddle point evaluation gives
us back the critical value of the Yang-Yang functional, which should be related to that
computed in section 4.5.





We started from the purely geometric problem of computing minimal area surfaces with
null polygonal contour at the boundary of AdS3, related to gluon scattering amplitude at
strong coupling by virtue of the gauge/string duality in the context of 4D supersymmetric
gauge theories. The problem becomes identical to the problem of computing a Wilson
loop with the same contour and it is solved by a set of non-linear coupled integral
equations which form resembles that of a relativistic TBA system [8]. The area can be
computed as function of the conformal cross ratios characterizing the null polygon at the
boundary: it has a divergent part, which can be regularized in a well known fashion, and
a finite part that consists in two contributions, only one of which is dynamic depending
on the pseudo-energies. We denote this latter finite piece with Afree, the interesting
part of the so called remainder function. In chapter 2, we have showed how to calculate
these finite contributions through a procedure that simultaneously uses an appropriate
WKB approximation and the conserved charges hidden in the log-expansion. This then
allowed us to expand the integral equations in the two regimes of interest as a function of
the spectral parameter, determining both contributions to the remainder function. The
octagon and decagon cases are analyzed in detail, underlying the importance of the soft
collinear limit in the cases where n
2
is even.
The TBA integral equations that determine the strong coupling answer have been
rewritten in two equivalent ways, one with the pseudo-energies and the other with the
hatted Y-functions. These two equivalent formulation, obtained through appropriate
shifts in the rapidity variables, allow us to connect with [11], [13] and [37, App. E], where
one works in the fully equivalent context of general Hitchin systems. Furthermore, the
connection with [13] is more important for us because the study there reported merges the
TBA equations for the cases of decagon and dodecagon to those describing a particular
class of integrable perturbations of CFTs corresponding to Gk-parafermions, the SU(N)2[U(1)]N−1
HSG models. After studying the general features of this class of models, such as mass
scales, S-matrices, resonance poles and kernels, we have derived the universal form of the
TBA equations by means of a fundamental decomposition of the full HSG kernel [20].
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The analysis of the resonance parameter in the two special regimes σ = 0,∞ is crucial
for the understanding of subsequent developments. We have derived the complete set
of functional relations (Y-system) closely related to the universal form of the integral
equations. In chapter 3, we show that it reproduces our AdS3 Y-system, previously
introduced, for the particular algebra level k = 2. The decagon case is proposed as an
useful check. Concerning the relevant regime σ = ∞, we have seen that only one part
of the full HSG kernel contributes to the dynamics: this is exactly the part that does
not attend to the dynamics of the HSG models above mentioned [21]. In this limit, by
means of the Fourier transform of the only kernel involved, it is possible to get both the
universal TBA equation and the Y-system of the An series (ADE).
In [37] was proposed a new version for the TBA integral equation derived in [8],
replacing the auxiliary parameters Z, Z̄ in favour of the physical cross ratios. These latter
equations are known as modified TBA equation (MTBA) and they can be related to the
extremization of an appropriate Yang-Yang functional, once the due symmetrization has
been implemented. By means of a saddle point evaluation, it is possible to relate its
critical value Y Ycr to Afree, the dynamic part of the remainder function. In chapter
4, we pointed out that this relation depends on a rigid mathematical structure, which
can be though as a precise change of reference frame: this result make manifest an
important property of the area, namely it is the extremum of an action functional with
fixed boundary condition given by the choice of physical cross ratios.
The last, but not least, reason that led us to study strongly coupled scattering ampli-
tudes in AdS3 (dual to null polygonal WLs) is to develop some kind of three-dimensional
reduction of [38], where it was shown that from the re-summation of the BSV series
corresponding to the null WL considered, it is possible to get back the aforementioned
TBA set-up. Although it is possible to reproduce the main steps for our case of interest,
many questions await answers: we do not have previous results that inform us on the
geometric decomposition (squares and pentagons do not seem to fit AdS3) to be applied
to the WL as well as on the interpretative physical background (the complete set of
excitations over the GKP vacuum). For this reason, the last chapter is dedicated to il-
lustrating some possible future developments that for reasons of time and space have not
been included in this thesis. We hope to be able to exploit more general properties valid
for new polygonal transitions P (form factors) with the aim of manipulating the product
of P-factors entering in the decomposition of the WL and corresponding to transitions
of an arbitrary number N of particles. We are looking for properties that agree with the
standard technique used for re-summing, the Hubbard-Stratonovich transform. Finally,
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Appendix A
The TBA-like integral equation from
general Hitchin systems
The specific geometric problem of computing minimal surfaces that end on null polygons
in AdS3 is a special case of the general theory about Hitchin systems on Riemann surfaces
[11, 12]. From these works, it results that the integral equations given for general Hitchin
systems and the integral equations for polygons in AdS3, derived in [8] as a simpler warm
up problem than the full AdS5 space, actually coincide in the simplest kinematic region.
There is a large amount of freedom in setting up the Riemann-Hilbert problem and,
as a consequence, we have many different ways of writing the integral equations. The
purpose of this appendix is to present these integral equations in a very general form,
which allows us to connect, once the appropriate conventions have been established,
with different equivalent contexts, such as [8] and [13]. The TBA-like integral equations














ζ ′ + ζ
ζ ′ − ζ
log [1 +Xγ′(ζ
′)] (A.1)
Some discrete data, which are the final product of a WKB analysis of some differential
equations on the surface, appear inside this equation: for what follows, we only need to
know some basic properties about them. The labels γ, γ′ run within the set of possible
values Γ and come in pairs, say γ and −γ. From [11, App. E], we know that the
cardinality of this set is equal to the number of BPS rays. The Ω(γ′) are certain integer
numbers and the 〈γ, γ′〉 is an antisymmetric pairing. The quantities Zγ are auxiliary
complex numbers while the θγ are angles, which will be set to zero1. Concerning the
lines of integration lγ′ , straight rays from ζ ′ = 0 to ζ ′ = ∞, there is a canonical choice





1In the language of Hitchin systems, we are restricting to a real section.
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Once the angles θγ are set to zero, a simplification occurs:
X−γ(−ζ) = Xγ(ζ)
Ω(−γ) = Ω(γ)
〈−γ, γ′〉 = 〈γ,−γ′〉 = −〈γ, γ′〉
Z−γ = −Zγ
(A.2)
This is due to the Z2-symmetry, which is inherent in the present AdS3 case. Now,
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ζ ′ + ζ
ζ ′ − ζ
log [1 +X−γ′(ζ
′)] (A.3)
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ζ ′ + ζ
ζ ′ − ζ
log [1 +X−γ′(ζ
′)] (A.4)
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ζ ′ − ζ
+
ζ − ζ ′























which coincide with [37, eq. (E.2)] if we multiply the incidence matrix 〈γ, γ′〉 by minus
1. We must pay attention to this last step and to the definition of the incidence matrix
in establishing the link with [8, 13].
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Appendix B
Equivalent computation of Afree in
terms of ε-functions
In this appendix we would perform the computation of the main contribution Atemp to
the regularized area in terms of the pseudo-energies, so as to have a more convenient
formalism for any future connections with [38, 39]. Starting from (2.107) is completely
equivalent to consider (2.98) and replace (2.102): in both cases, we get the following
equation as our useful starting point



















. It will soon be very useful to
simplify this equation further and write


























The next step is to define the physical cross ratios: ε(−i
π
2
bs+1 − iϕs) ≡ ε+s





bs − iϕs) ≡ ε−s




We are therefore ready to rewrite the integral equations in terms of physical cross ratios
only, eliminating the quantities Zs and Z̄s through an adequate substitution. For ζ = 1
we can write,


















Z̄s = −ε+s − Zs − Ib2 (B.7)
Instead, for ζ = i we have


















































































A simple calculation produces the following forcing term, which we will call −Ls(θ) to
underline the analogy with the forcing obtained by working with Y-functions,















Performing the calculation also for the integral terms, we arrive at the modified (non-
symmetric) TBA equations,









sinh(2θ′) cosh(θ − θ′)
]
Ls′(θ′) (B.14)
B.1 The Yang-Yang functional and its critical value
Thanks to the new rapidity variable u = cosh(2θ)
sinh(2θ)
, we can symmetrize the MTBA equations
(B.14) and show that exist a Yang-Yang functional which, once extreme, reproduce them
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exactly. To achieve this, it is important to change the sign of the equations so that the
argument of the exponential in the logarithm of the r.h.s. appears precisely as in the
l.h.s.,





























From the definition of the Yang-Yang functional (4.2), the variations with respect to ρs























and (B.16) reproduce the desired MTBA equations (B.15). Finally, replacing (B.16) and
(B.17) inside (4.2), we extract the critical value Y Ycr,
Y Ycr = Y Y
(1)

































B.2 The main contributions to the regularized area
Going back to the (non-symmetric) MTBA equations (B.14), we can derive the main
contributions to the regularized area through the conserved charges hidden in the large θ
regime. As in section 4.3, we will report first the charges coming from the small ζ-regime
and then those from the large ζ-regime. Consequently, we will calculate the interesting
part of the regularized area (Aperiods + Afree) separately in the previous regimes and,
only at the end, we will average the results. Thus, we consider this equation























sinh(2θ′) cosh(θ − θ′)
Ls′(θ′) (B.21)
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produces two contributions, one for ε+s and one for ε−s :{

































































and then we can rewrite Atemp in such a way that the term in square brackets highlights



































(u) ∂θ [Ls(θ)] Ls(θ) (B.32)
As we have seen on several occasions during this discussion, we have again arrived at the
rigid mathematical structure that allows the identification Afree = Y Ycr, by means of a
change of reference frame (Zs, Z̄s → ln y±s ) and consequent vast simplifications among
the integral contributions to the regularized area.
To connect easily with [38], in analogy to [37, App. F] for the AdS5 case, we should
compute the explicit expressions of Y Ycr as a function of the pseudo-energies. We can
take these results from the general case treated in section 4.2.1 and appropriately replace
the Y-functions with (2.102).
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